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Drawing fronr thv philosc~ph!~
oflongrragr~. Pr(4essor Checign!y (?r/c,rs o rationale f i ~ r
the right of f r w s p w h r l ~ a ti . ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ P IofI ~i ~C ~I dI iI u i d ~ ~ opoIiiico1
/i~lic pl~ilosol~l~i~s.
H e srrggests that .since t c o r h hocc no meaning uirhour clirroursr, f r w ,sl)(~wh(lepends on a socirtol rornrr~itlr~~wt
to rh(, righf o/ the spcakrr to reach h i audirnce
a n d the right of the oudience to listen a n d anstcer. To ignorc fhese rights. h e argum, is to i g w r e the cerly esserlrrr of sprwh.

Infringements of free expression provoke our outrage regardless
of where in the world or under what gover~~ment
they may occur.'
Yet the chief justifications for free expression in Anglo-American law
are rooted in theories of individualism and "free trade" in ideas,3
notions which are rejected i n 1nr1cI1of the world m d perhaps face an
uncertain f i ~ t r ~ ri lel the West.5
This Article suggests that ol!jections to the suppression of
speech, both i n this country and elsewhere, are justified 1)). a I~roader
rationale than any of those traditionally advanced. The rationale
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sketched here draws on the philosophy of language to argue that
ideas lose meaning when dialogue is suppressed. It asserts that the
source of the right of free expression can b e conceived of as running
deeper than the received views, down into the nature of speech and
discourse itself. The right thus derived is applicable whenever individuals, groups, or governments want to understand ideas or make
themselves understood, regardless of their adherence to the notion of
a free market or to individualism. Finally, this alternative theory, by
& d y i n g the nature of a right of free expression, casts a new light on
some of the problems of speech under American law.6

A. lndioidualisln arid ]ohn Stuart Mill
Our most important theories of freedom of thought and expression are traceable, in one way or another, to the writings of John
, ~ based his defense of free speech on
Stuart Mill. In On L i b e r t ~ Mill
the right of the individual to a u t o n o ~ n y .H
~ e took as fundamental not
the right to engage in political debate but the right that we now think
of as that of personal privacy, the right to pursue one's life as one
pleases.s "The only freedom which deserves the name," according to
Mill, "is that of pursuing our own good in our own way." lo Since the
right to express and publish one's opinions l 1 is essential to this freedom, for Mill the rights of freedom of speech and press were "cognate'' rights,
- inseparable from the underlying right to freedom of
thought. l 2
Mill asserted that the core value of autonomy rests on social utility "in the largest sense, grounded on the permanent interests of man
as a progressive being."l3 His a r g u ~ n e n tthus involved an individualist pre~nise-that t h e progress of mankind depends on the
mental development of its individual members '4-and
a utilitarian

See text accompanying notes 1 4 9 9 0 infra.
J.S. Mill, 0 1 1 Liberty, in Utilitarianism. On Lihert~.Essay on Bentham 126 (M. ~ a r n o c k
ed. 1962).
8 Id. at 137-311.
Y Id. at 226.
lo Id. at 138.
11 Id.
12 Id. at 140.
13 Id. at 136.
14 Id. at 135-36, 160-61.
6
7

i.
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one-that
free expression promotes the discovery and social acceptance of " t r ~ t h . " ' ~This dual argument contains an apparent contradiction. On the one hand, Mill argued that no outside force can
decide questions of taste and value for the individual, Ixcause t h e r e
is no basis other than a personal one for making the decision. "Men's
. opinions on what is laudable or blamable, are affected by all the 1nr11tifarious causes which influence their wishes in regard to the conduct
of others, and which are as numerous as those which determine their
wishes on any other s t ~ b j e c t , " ' he
~ said. As a result, Mill concluded,
neither the state nor t h e majority is competent to prescribe such
choices.17 Nevertheless, despite his apparent denial of the possibility
that anyone can ever be certain whether his opinions are true, Mill
argued that free expression advances " t r ~ t h . " ' ~H e entertained what
might be called a "discovery" theory, in which truth emerges from
individual intellectual effort
and accumulates as human society
evolves.20
Mill
maintained
that
dissenting
opinions might contribtlte
I
to the advancement of truth by being "true" 21 or "partly true,"22 and
that even if they were false they could clarify and emphasize truth I j y
contrast with it 23 These functions, he said, make discourse ncscessary
"to the mental well-being of mankind."24
In arguing that suppression of speech threatens the meaning of
bed on a notion w l ~ i c lis~ at the heart
ideas with extinctio
of this Article-th
critical to our t~ntlerstalldill~
of freedom of speech. B
rationale for free speech was prelllised on individual
cctlpation with "truth," Mill &d not
develop the notio
is val&le in itself.26

1
@

l v d . at 147-49, 155.
Id. at 131.
I' Id. at 135: see Schauer. Language. Truth, and the First Alnendtnent: An Essay in Memory of Harry Canter. 64 Va. L. Rev. 263. 269 (1978).
J.S. Mill, supra note 7, at 142-44, 180.
l8 Id. at 160-62.
20 Id. at 171 ("As mankind improves, the numher of dnctrines which are 11" longer disputed
or doubted will he constantly on the inrrrase: and the well-bring of mankind may almost I I ~
measured by the n ~ ~ n i l ~and
e r gravity of the truths which havr reached the point of hrillg
uncontested."). 212.
Id. at 143-61
Id. at 173-80.
Id. at 161-73.
Id. at 180.
Id. at 166 ("The fact, however, is, that not only the g r o ~ ~ n dofs thc opitlioll are forgottrl~
in the absence of discussion, hut too oftcn thr meaning of the opinion itself.").
Nor has this noti011 been elaborated Ily hlill's theoretical descendants. 'rho~nasScanIon
has refined Mill's argument based on alltonomy without developing Mill's adu~nbratiol~s
of the
value of meaning. Scanlon. A Theory of Freedom of Expression, in The Philosophy of Law 153

"
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B. The Market Idea of Liberty
The discovery notion of truth emerges again in the familiar idea
of Justice Holmes that "the ultimate good desired is better reached
by free trade in ideas-that the best test of truth is the power of the
thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the
But the "free trade in ideas" metaphor nevertheless embodies a curious conception. It i~npliesthat ideas, like goods, are in some way
alike and interchangeable. The intended metaphor is apparently that
an idea may be tried out like, say, a suit of clothes, and if in the long
run it fails to fit, it may be replaced by another that fits better, as
long as there is no restriction on the sale of suits or ideas.
Critics of the metaphor have noticed that it brings together notions that do not d o ~ e t a i l . ~Free
B
trade in goods was not supposed to
lead to anything as grand as "truth," but rather to exchanges that
would give the maximum economic satisfaction, based on the money
values the
placed on the goods. But "free trade in ideas"
implies no corresponding explanation how the competitive market
was to decide that one idea was better than another. There is no hard
currency in which an idea could be traded; such trade might be a
rneasure of the acceptability or popularity of an idea, but not of its
truth. In fact, although H o h e s talked of truth, he seems to have

(R. Dworkin ed. 1977). I n Scanlon's view, the pnwer ol the prrson to decide, without paternalistic intervention by the state, what he will or will not listen to is inherent i , , the notion of
an autonomous and rational individual. Id. at 161, 162-63. The restriction on the state's power
to censor rests on an implicit political theory that "a legitimate govern~neotis one whose authorcan recognize while still regarding themselves as equal, autonomous, rational
ity citizens r
agents." Id. at 161. David Richards has taken the argument a step further hy justifying constitutional rights using a contractarian theory of morality based upon a recognition of the absolute
autonomy and equality of individuals. D. Richards, The Moral Criticism of Law 44-56 (1977).
~ c c o r d i nto~ Richards, the first amendment protections of speech and press, as well as other
constitutional protections, can best be understood as an expression of such a contractarian moral
theory. Id. at 57. Thus, both Scanlon and Richards provide a justification of free expression
based on the sovereign autonom of the individual, rather than any elaboration on the theme
that meaningzmportant in i d . As a result, in a state in which individualkin is nnt a strong
agent for legitimation. these arguments must be expected to have less force.
27 Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes. J.. dissenting). The marketplace metaphor as a fationale for the protection of speech is nnt original with Holmes but long
antedates the frajning of the first amendment. DnVal. Free Cornnumication of Ideas and the
4 1 Geo.
Quest for Truth: Toward a Teleological Approach to First Amendment Aclj~dicatio~~.
Wash. L. Rev. 161, 18839 (1972). The concept of the marketplace still exerts a strnng influence
on the way first amendment issues are framed. See, e.g., Kleindienst v. hlantlel, 408 U.S. 753.
763 (1972); Red Lion Brnadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367. 390 (1969) ("It is the purpose of
the First An,encluu&t<~preserve an uninhil~itedmarketplace of icleas i n \vliicl~truth will ultimately prwail . . . .").
28 See. e.g., M. Shapiro. Freedom of Speech 52-53 (1966): L. Tribe. An~ericanConstitutional Law 576-79 (1978); DuVal, supra note 27, at 1RR; Schauer, snpra note 17, at 271-72.
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believed, like Mi11,2Vhat there is no standard that can establish the
truth of v a l r ~ e s . ~ ~
Yet the market metaphor retains its p o p ~ l a r i t y ,perhaps
~~
precisely because it conceals the painful question how there can h e
agreement about values in a society of individuals of the sort idealized
by Mill. At the same time, it restates the powerlid link, historical and
cultural at least, if not logical, between economic antl political individualism. In the world of work, the individual seeks his own benefit,
free of the c o ~ ~ s t r a i n of
t s government antl other individuals. If he
makes his decisions to suit his own interest, it is thought that these
decisions will in the long rlln suit the general interest of society as
well. Just as economic independence is an essential condition of
economic well-being, independence i n matters of Ijelief is viewed as
necessary for social progress.32 The individual'^ right to he sovereign
and arbitrary in (pestions of value is a right that can never be ceded
to the state because it is that right that gives the state l e g i t i ~ n a c y . ~ ~

Most commentators on lil~eralsociety,34 whether they reject
Western valr~es, like some Marxist
or sr~pportthem, like
H o l ~ n e s have
, ~ ~ supposed that the theory of free speech is linked
either to indivitlualis~nor the need for "free trade in ideas." As a
result, it is tliffictdt to find a basis for the right of free speech that
would apply to societies that reject these notions, a situation dis~nav-

/

See J.S. Mill, sllpra note 7, at 134-35: text accompanying note 18 wpm.
See hl. Shapiro. snpra nnte 28, at 22.
" See note 27 snpra.
" The intellectnal history uf the rvnnwtion is traced in G. rle Rnggiero. The History of
European Liberalism 23-66 (1959). Such all identity between the two markets is nsed by Coase,
The Econumics of The First Amendment: The Market for Gocds and the Market for Ideas, 64
Am. Ecnn. Rev. 384 (1971), to argue against govern~nentalregdation of economic markets on
the ground that snch regulation wn111tl not Iw allowed in the market of ideas. id. at 3RR-91. The
argument that antnnomy fnr the iudividnal conscience is n~~cessarilv
linked to a cumprtitivr
economy is made by, for example, M. Friedman. Capitalism and Freedom 11-21 (1962).
33 G. de Huggic3rn, supra note 32. at 62; scv, c..g., J.S. Mill, supra note 7, at 129.30;
Scanlon. supra not(. 26, at 170-71.
Thr leacling c.xcc*ptiw i.; pcrl~apsAlvx;~ndc.rM(.iklcjoh~~,
\din sprcifically opl~osc.cl
Holmes' market concept of frcwloln with the idea that frrc cliscr~ssiwis wscwtial to t l ~ cc o ~ ~ d ~ t c t
of democratic gn\wntnrnt. A. kleikleiohn. Politicd Frceclw~62 (1960) b f e i k l e j h ~ 'argrtlnr~~t
~
presents e w n mores p r d ~ l t m sthrill tlw argn1n1.11tfrwn in(li\-i&~alis~~~
I~rc:ntse i t is IimitecI to a
narrow class crf govcwlnwnts and to "politid" vxprvssi~n~.
"'ee
notr 4 snpra.
38 See text accon~pa~~ving
notes 27-30 supra.
"
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ose within it who think that
protect a right of fre
the right should appl
a theory of the right of free
In the sections t
discourse that emerges from developments in the philosophy of language during the past century. Having abandoned the view of language as a "copy" of the "real world," a set of names for objects, and
assertions that have meaning only to the extent that they faithfully
represent reality,38 philosophers increasingly think of language as a
system of discourse in which assertions can have "meaning" and be
"true" not as representations of "reality" but as ideas for which good
reasons can be found in other parts of the system of d i s c o u r ~ e .Es~~
sential to the meaning of any particular proposition is its relationship
to such a system, a relationship which cannot be established without
inquiry
and the system of
.
. into the premises of both the proposition
discourse. This is true for any proposition, even if it purports to be
"factual" or " s c i e n t i f i ~ . " ~When
~
premises are exempted from discourse, all propositions within the system lose meaning.
This loss of meaning is objectiol~ablefor any person or governWe assume that every theory
ment that
asenmea
idity. If the lesson drawn from the philosophy of lanthat the meaning of statements within a svstem depen& on formulating other aspects of the system through-dialogue,
then e v e w or u s t allow for dialogue q i n g its supporting propositions,:In other words, once a theory asserts t h a - t q
,
_
,
someThing, dialogue is necessary to establish that meaningh It
follows that any ~oliticalt h e o r y m e n i e s a right of free disGGiZs"e is
internally contradictory since it condelnns itself to a loss of meaning.
For persons with doubts about liberalism, free expression remains important despite the vulnerability of its liberal Justifications.
For persons with no doubts about liberalism, free expression is important for an additional, newly-defined r e a ~ o n . ~Inl either case, the

i

.

e,

J 7 S e e S . Carrillo, Eurocommunis~nand the State 40-44, 96 (1978): M . Harrington,
Socialism, chs. 3 & 4 (1972); R. Unger, supra note 5, at 277-81.
See text accompanying notes 54-69 infra.
3' See text accompanying notes 72-104 infra.
'O See text accompanying notes 54-106 infra.
41 It is not a principal point of this inquiry to quarrel with the justifications for the right of
freedom of speech that prevail in this society. Certainly, in many cases. individualism is an
important value that supports free speech rights. And although I have criticized the slogan "free
trade in ideas" for its lack of logic, it serves a useful purpose because it conceals within it some
of the theov I shall present here. As applied to ideas, the concept of "trade" makes sense only
as an obscure approximation of dialogic discourse and the effort to understa~id.
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theory advanced here should strengthen and clarify the right of free
speech.

A. A Copy Theory of Ilfeutting
When Russell 42 and Wittgenstein, before the First World War,
saw the universe disclosed by physical science as the model of reality,
they embraced logic as the rnodel of philosophy. Logic, they thought,
had to be a "mirror image" of the perceived
For Carnap 44
and A ~ e r who
, ~ ~shared this positivist outlook, mathematics and science supplied the only test for determining truth. If a proposition was
not true or false by definition or did not give rise to an empirical
prediction that could, in ~ r i n c i p l e ,be verified, the proposition was
rneaningle~s.~
Language
~
was properly a tool for logical analysis of
symbols that referred unambiguously to the physical world. The implications and associations of words, their connotations, had no proper
place in philosophy.
These ideas initially led Wittgenstein, in the Tractattrs b g i c o P h i l o ~ o p h i c u s ,to~ ~a strict copy theory of meaning. "A proposition,"
Wittgenstein wrote, "is a picture of reality. A proposition is a model
of reality as we imagine it."48 Just as written notes are pictures
of a piece of music, so propositions are pictures of reality.49 Words
and propositions that d o not result from any sensation lack

42 See, e.g., 6. Russell. Knowledge by Acquaintance and Knmvledge hy Description, in
Mysticism and Logic 209, 219 (2d ed. 1917).
43 L. Wittgenstein. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus $ 6.13 ( D . Pears & B. McGl~inness
trans. 1961) [hereinafter L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus]. Similar decisions were made by linguists
in constructing a "science of signs" in imitation of the empirical natural sciences and as part of
an endeavor to bring all knowledge under the umbrella of a unified science. In dividing the
discipline into syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics, its originators made a tight distinction
between "meaning" in its referential sense, and "usage," which was thrown in with pragmatics.
See C. Moms. Fomdations of the Theory of Signs, in Writings on the General Theory of Signs
13, 21-22, 28, 35, 43 (1971). Even pragmatics was expected to take on some scientific shape
over the long run Rudolf Carnap ol)served: "pragmatics is an empirical discipline dealing with a
special kind of human behavior and making use of the results of different hranches of science."
R. Carnap, Foundations of Logic and hlathetnatics 6 (1 Int'l Encvclopedia of Unified Sci. No. 3.

1939).
"
'5

48
47

8
'

See, e.g., R. Carnap, supra note 43, at 6-16, 67-69.
See. e-g.. A.J. Ayer. Language, T r d l and Logic (2d ed. 1946).
Id. at 5, 31. 41. 107-10.
L. Wittgenstein. Tractatus, supra note 43.
Id. $ 4.01.

'' Id.

$ 4.011.
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sense-content" and are mea.ningle~s.5~Wittgenstein recognized that
some words and propositions, such as expressions of value, lack sensecontent, but he believed that such expressions are outside the province of philosophy.5' He wrote that "it is impossible for there to be
propositions of ethics. . . .52 [Elthics cannot be put into words."53
TO Wittgenstein, evaluative and normative decisions, including
practical decisions about what ought to be d o n e , were, as a
philosophical matter, impossible to make. There was no method of
determining the validity of the social norms on which such decisions
might have been based because the basic questions were outside the
realm of meaningful discourse-they could not be formulated in
terms capable of logical or empirical truth. Under these philosophical
conditions, if the notion of a doctrine of rights makes any sense at all,
the most appropriate argument for freedom of speech would be that
people ought to be allowed to say what they please, at least about
questions of norms and values, because what they say is meaningless.
The government could have no reason to restrain debate that might
continue endlessly without hope of a fruitful result.

B . Toward a Pliilosophy of Discourse
~ l t h o u g hthe retreat from this philosophical dead end for values
was difficult, the very questions that the formally logical view failed
to account for suggested a way.54 Philosophy had traditionally asked
questions and used words in a way quite different from the one prescribed by formal philosophy of language. To pursue their interest in
the connections among logic, language, and reality that originally had

so Id. $9 3.1, 3.13, 4, 5.4733. "Sense-content" is the term proposed by Ayer for the immediate data resulting from a sensation of any sort. A.J. Ayer, supra note 45, at 53.
51 L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus, supra note 43, $5 6.52-7.
52 Id. 5 6.42.
'3 Id. 5 6.421.
Some problems presented by positivist philosophy no doubt encouraged the change. The
copy theory of meaning itself contained transcendental assumptions, assumptions that could not
be verified empirically, e.g., that reality is knowable, and. more astonishing. that the structure
of logical propositions follows the structure of reality. See D. Pears. Ludwig Wittgenstcin 4548,
83-85 (1970); L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus, supra note 43, $ 6.13. Like iudg~nentsof value. the
reason those transcendental assumptions were true a ~ d dnot he expressed ill the language of
pllilnsol~l~y,
S I I things,
~ ~ according to the Trarlattls. simply "makc t h r ~ n s t ~ l v r~n:mif(-st."
s
L.
I ~ tra~ncrndental
Wittgenstein, Tractatus, supra note 43, 5 6.522 (emphasis omitted). A I I I O I the
subjects that logical language muld not describe were the axioms of the Trac.lnlu itself; it
validity of its tt2rrns. Id. $5
and the GeisteswissenschafTractatus. supra note 43, at
ix, xxii.

"
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led them to the p r o l h n s studied by Wittgenstein an, his teachers,
philosophers could simply investigate what people did with words.
This pursuit had much more modest pretensions than a philosophy
that tried to justify a copy theory of meaning and a formally logical
language. Yet this newer approach excluded nothing from its discourse; an ordinary language
could talk a b o ~ anything
~t
that was in fact talked al~orltin the language. The focm of philosophy
was no h g e r on formal logic, I I I I ~instead on the ql~estion"How do
we use a word?' 55

Rejecting the view that all utterances that are not nonsense must
report or tlescrilw facts and be susceptible of evaluation as either true
or fal~e,~".I,. Austin began to explore the influence of the speaker
on ~ n e a ~ ~ i n
Austin
g.
recognized that some statements are speech act2
that are ~neani~~gful
but not true or
Such r~tterancesc o ~ ~ lbe
d
intended by the speaker to c o w r y meaning i n somewhat the same
way that a gesture is all intentional act.58 Among o t l ~ e rthings such
utterances might "state s o ~ n e t l i i ~ ~i ng "a deliberate sense, or they
might simply n~e~norialize
an intentional act of the speaker.59 Some
English philosophers came to lwlieve that the meaning of words is
entirely dependent on the intent of the speaker." But if the l'rclctcittis, in elltirely excluding the i11te11tof the speaker, ignored the
~nultifariousintentional uses of words, this view slighted the world of
listeners, who are suppowtl i l l some way to r~~~tlerstantl
or at least to
believe what is said or written. I t is the intention to c o ~ ~ ~ ~ n u./a t e
that gives rise to a&conventional
~neaningst o which 110th
speakers and listewrs sr1l)scrilw.6'
55 See L. Wittgenstein, Philoscq~hiralInvestigations $$ 43, 139 (3d rd. G. Ansromhe trans.
1958) [hereinafter L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations].
Se J.L. Austin. Petiormative Utterances, in Philnsnphical Papers 220. 220-22 (1961).
57 Id. at 224.
5B Id, at 232-33.
5' For example, r v h r ~a~hridt.groom says. "I do," he is not only spc.aking 1 ~ 1also
t I)erfi~rr~~ing the act of marrying. Id. at 222. Similarly, wheu someone says, "I npdogizc..'' he is performing the ritual of apologizing, not descriling a sitr~atim,and such utterance- cannot be evaluated
as either true or Llse. Id. at 233-34. 111 cw~trast,the statvment, "hc apologized," is a rcport 1111
somebody's action and can be evalrtatrd as t r w or false*. Id. at 229. Thr dirtinctin~~
is Familiar
from the law of cwidrncc, in which the. or~t-of-c.o~~rt
rt;rtc~ncntsof ;I pc.rron :Irv not hrars;~ywhen
I~imh ~ (.xpr(.ss
t
a
the words of the person q ~ ~ n t cdo
d I M I ~" p o i ~ ~ItI "I so~nc.pl1ysic;d i>venterr~~sid(.
formal legal act. See J.L. A ~ ~ s t i nHow
.
TI) Do T h i n p With Words I3 (1962).
BO See, e.g., S. Srl~ifft.r, Mrm~ing49-80 (1972): Gricc. N r m ~ i r ~ g
66
, Phil. Rrv. 377. 385
(1957).
The progress of this dispute is traced ill the e w y s collected in The Philosophy of ~ I I p a g e U. Searle ed. 1971). See also A. G i i l d e ~ ~Nrw
s . Rules of Sociological Method 86-91 (1976).
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Wittgenstein himself, beginning at the end of the twenties, said
that it is "illicit" to use the word "meaning" merely to signify some
physical thing that "corresponds" to the word.62 He wrote that "[flor
a large class of cases . . . in which we employ the word 'meaning' it
can be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its w e in the language. " 63
Wittgenstein attempted to capture the juncture between the
speaker's intention and the conventional meaning of a word in his
idea that the contexts in which words are used can be viewed as
language games.64 The processes of ~ i s h i n g , ~hoping,66
5
and recognizing67 became new areas of investigation. The meaning of a word
came to have at least a double sense, derived from the intention of
the speaker as well as the convention required by the presence of
"others." Our commo~~place
usages of the word "meaning" themselves convey the ambiguity: we say, "Do you really mean (intend)
it?," and we also say, "This does not mean (convey) what you think it
means." Stanley Cavell has said that the combination of the meaning
intended and the meaning conventionally conveyed draws 11s into a
world of duties to others when we speak to them: "[Wlhat we mean
(intend) to say, like what we mean (intend) to do, is something we are
responsible for."68 By identifying speech as "action" in a social context, the philosophers had come full circle from reiecting the world of
value to treating even speech as a world in which acts have consequences for which speakers must take responsibility.6Y
The dehate has certainly not come t o an end. In expanding H.P. Grice's position that meaning
is essentially intentional, Stephen SchiITer attempted to address the relationship hetween k n guage, speakers, and listeners by introducing the concept of "mutual knowledge." S. Schiffer,
Meaning 30-42 (1972).
6 1 L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, supra note 55, at $ 4(!.
w Id. $ 43 (emphasis omitted).
Id. $$ 7, 23, 48.
8s Id. $$ 437-440.
Id. $ 585.
Id. $$ 602-607.
S. Cavell, Must We Mean What W e Say? 32 (1969).
~39 Throughout the Western world, philosnphers after the First World War canre to similar
\.iews. For the phenomenologist Husserl, all ohjects of consciousness were created by intentional acts of the mind and language was not essentially different from other such objects.
Language was thought to have a dimension both of intention on the part of the speaker and of
"world-meaning." created by the c o ~ ~ v e n t i o ~and
~ a lhistorical connntati~~n
of language. See J.
Edie, Speaking and Meaning 152-59 (1976).
Even positivist philosophers, in studying natural language, concluded that the logical model
is inapplicable. They found, for example, that no two words in ordinary language are precisely
synonymous hecanse their senses will always h e somewhat diITermt. See M'. Quine, The Prohlem of Meaning in Linguishcs. in From a Logical Point of View 47, 62-63 (2d rev, ed. 1961):
Goodman, On Likeness of Meaning, in Semantics and the Philosophy nf Language 67. 73 (L.
Linsky ed. 1952): hlates, Synonvmity. in id. at 111. 119.
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As philosophers have continued to investigate intention and convention in the use of language, Wittgenstein's "language-game" concept has been criticized for a lack of precision.70 Nevertheless, most
philosophers have come to agree that the meaning of' usages depends
That
on context, changes in the world, and resolution of
conclusion, although not surprising in retrospect, has enorlnous consequences for philosophy. It has meant that there is no simple or
certain way to know the meanings of words and sentences; even their
"truth" depends on the game in which they are used.

Although words like "meaning" and ''truth" do not have invariant
definitions, they often are used in connection with the idea that there
are go-sons
f2r a l)e15f.72 If one is asked why one is "certain" of
a conclusion, one is likely to say that there are compelling reasons to
believe it and no reason to doubt it.73 If asked why the reasons are
"compelling," one gives fi~rtherreasons.74 These reasons, to he persuasive, must be part of a cohereut system of interdependent propositi0ns,~5though rarely are all aspects of the system formulated and
some may not be formulated at all.76 Truth is therefore not a matter
of matching problematic claims to reality, but rather one of being
able to articulate a set of reasous that combine to form a cohereut

See D. Lewis, Convention 100-06. 204 (1069); P. Ziff, Semantic Andysis 34-35 (1930).
appear in, r . g . Y. Bar-Hillel, Indexical Expressions, in Aspects of Language 69 passim (1970): D . Lewis. Cnnvention 165. 172-73. 192-94 (1969); P.
Strawson, Meaning and Truth. in Logiro-Linguistic Papers 170. 179-80 (1971). Many students of
semantics entertain parallel views. 1 j . g . . N. Cho~nsky.Language and Responsibility ch. 6 (1979):
Stalnaker, Pragmatics, in Semantics of Natural Language 380, 395-96 (2d c d . I). Davidson & G.
Harman 1972). But see Davidson. T n ~ t hand Meaning. 17 Synthese 304. 300-10 (lyfi7).
The problem of amhigr~ityis illustrated I)! Austin's examination of t h e clcceptively simple
sentence, "Shut the door." J . L . Austin. supra note 56, at 231. T h e use of the imperative may
indicate that the speaker is ordering another to shut the door, hut that meaning is not certain.
Instead, the speaker may h e entreating, imploring, inciting. or tempting the other, each a
suhtly different act. Id. Austin's point is that the meaning of any sentence involves a dificult
process in which the dictionan meaning of the given words provides only some help hy suggesting aids to the u~itlerstanding. Id. at 230. To determine what the spvaker of such a sentence
meant, the listener must resolve the ambiguity hy reference to myriad interpretive aids: tone of
voiw. cadence, gesturr, and, a h v e all. the nature of the circ~~tnstances
and the context in which
the uttrrance is ~ l s e d .Id. at 231.
'1 L. Wittge~~stein.
On Certainty $ 18 (G. Anscombc & G . H . VOII \\'right eds. 1969): 1..
Wittgenstein, Philos~~phical
Investigations, supra not(. 55, at 190
L. Wittgcwstein, On Crrtsintv, supra notr 72. $ $ 100-111 . 117-137. 243.
See id. $ 144.
Id. $ $ 102-103.
Id. $ 88.
'O

" Broadly similar ronclusions

'=

"
"
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system that accounts for various experiences and supports various beliefs, while keeping inconsistency within the system at a
Let us focus more specifically on "certainty" since being certain
often suggests that the need for discussion has ended or is substantially diminished. Wittgenstein remarked that we can be as "certain"
of a specific proposition as we are of the system in which the proposition occurs.78 He said:

AII testing, all confirmation and disconfirmation of a hypothesis
takes place already within a system. And this system is not a more
or less arbitrary and doubtful point of departure for all our arguments: no, it belongs to % essence of what we call an argument.
The system is not so much the point of-element
in which arguments have their life.7"
F

wh

A

t this system or "picture of the world" by testing it
Rather, the system is learned bit hy bit until it
of beliefe1 that forms "the inherited background
against which [one] distinguish[es] between true and false." 82
The propositions that make -'inherited
hackground" often
are egemsted from discussion, but the possibility that they will be
challenged a n d made t h e object of scrutiny always remains open.
Wittgenstein said, "[ilt inay be . . . that all enquiry on our part is set
so as to exempt certain propositions from doubt, if they are ever for1nolated."83 Such propositions constitute t h e "river-bed" of our
the more difficult they are to
thoughts may shift,"85 and
one time as something to

car
A philosophy of discourse implies that the meaning of "information" about social "facts" and "events" is no less dependent on dis-

Id. $ 5 83, 92. 102-103, 141-142.
Id. $ 5 83, 111, 141-146.
lY
Id. 5 105.
80 Id. $ 5 94-303.
Id. 5 144
82 Id. 5 94.
83 Id. 5 88 (emphasis in original).
84 Id. 5 97. Examples of such "river-bed" thoughts are onr sense of the laws of causation
and gravity.
Id.
8% Id. 4 %.
'7

78
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course than is the meaning of explicitly normative ideas. As social
science theorists began to realize that whatever knowledge they h a d
was bound up with their language and their assrimptions about t h e
worId,87 the notion that a researcher could create a "neutral" language with which to study society collapsed. For example, Charles
Taylore8 has argned that social scientists cannot understand social reality apart from the langnage in which it is t l i s c t ~ s s e d . ~ ~
[Tlhe vocal)ulary of a given social dimension is grounded in the
shape of social practice in this dimension; that is, the v o c a b ~ ~ l a r ~
wouldn't make sense, couldn't be applied sensiblv, where this
range of practices didn't prevail. And yet this range of practices
couldn't exist without the prevalence of this or some related vocabulary. There is no sin~pleone-way dependence here. We can
speak of mutual dependence if we like, but really what this points
up is the artificiality of the distinction between social reality and
the language of description of that social reality. The language is
constitutive of the reality. is essential to its being the kind of reality it is.Y0
social reality gives rise to
It is on t h e level of interis e ~ t a b l i s h e d . " Only
~

87 Peter Winch was perhaps the first-certainly
he has been the most controversial, s e e R.
Bernstein, The Restructuring of Social and Political Thtwry 63-74 (1978)-to try to take t h e
implied step of applying the method of ordinary language philosophy used by Wittgenstein t o
the world nf custoni and social action itself. 111 The Idea of a Social Science (1958). Winch
n di c, intelligible only as a languageargued that if social hrhavior is meaningfrd and r ~ ~ l r l ~ o u it
game is intelligil>le, t h r o ~ ~ glearning
h
its rules. To l r a r ~the
~ implicatinns of the behavior of t h e
people in a society, the investigator has to learn its v ~ ~ s t o ~asu sa language: appro;~chingt h e
behavior with empirical tools cannot reveal the pattern nf significanct in the custom any more
fn~itfi~lly
than it docs in the case of natural language. The nnancrs of meaning and the application of the custom to new cases cannot be understood except t h r w g h the discourse of t h e
people who use the custom. Id. at 1.31-36. Winch argued that use of "scientific" empirical
methods, rather than his linguistic methods, results in distnrtio~~
hecause of the presence of
hidden assumptions (ways of structuring events) in the scientific methods. See id. at 83-94. An
example of such distortion is prrbaps described in Dyson-ll~dson.Structr~reand I n f r a s t n ~ c t i ~ r e
in Primitive Society: Levi-Straws and Radclife-Brown. in The Language of Criticism and t h e
Sciences of Man 218 (R. hlacksey and E. Dnuato eds. 1970). There, Raclvliffe-Brown, a most
thoroughly empirical anthropologist. is clescri1)ed as conceiving the most diverse societies in t h e
fashion of an "English lawyer." in terlns of "inclivicluals with presrril~rdrights a d duties." I d .
at 235.
Taylor. I~iterpretati~m
a d the Svicwcc.s of hliln. 25 Rr.v. h4rtq~l1ysics3 (1971).
Id. at 29, 32, 45.
u0 Id. at 24.
u1 Id. at 29-31.
u1 Id. at 3 0 ("Common meanings are the basis of cnmmnnity. Intersnbjective ~ n r a n i n ggives
to talk tthont social reality and a c o ~ i i n i o~~~iclcmtancli~rg
~~
of certairi
people a cummori la~~gr~agcb
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,

if people share a set of meanings can&
-$eht
one
a n o t h p c h understanding is not to be confr~sedwith consensus
or agreement Y 4 - - k m o s t ~ d
whe n those involved most fully understand one another.Y5 When common meanings wither, however, the members of a community begin developing
different languages and consequently begin to live in different social
worlds. Y6
Although knowledge about the physical world may appear to be
"verifiable"-and therefore "true"-in
a way that knowledge about
human action never is, discourse is nevertheless as essential to understanding in natural science as it is in social science. Recognition of
the importance of discourse in the natural sciences perhaps began
with the realization that an empirical theory cannot be given final
confirmation by experiment-a
realization that led Karl Popper to
the view that a scientific theory is tested not by verification but by
the constant effort to find an experiment that proves it false.Y7 A
theory can be tested only by investigators usin intersubjective
criteria-a shared language. The establishment of that anguage and
the design of falsifying experiments explainable in it thus are essential
to scientific knowledge.Y8
Imre LakatosSYdrew on Popper's thought in arguing that scientific facts are embedded in theory and a shared language so completely that it is only through convention that we demarcate
"background" from "theoretical" knowledge.100 He concluded that a

c
/

97----

norms, but only with common meanings does this common reference world c o ~ ~ t a isignificant
n
common actions, celebrations, and feelings. These are the objects in the world that everybody
shares. This is what makes community.").
Id. at 28.
Id.
Us Id.
Id. at 27, 31.
9' K. Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery 4 0 4 1 (3d ed. 1 W ) .
Us Id. at 44 & n.*l. Popper believes that scientists using different linguistic frameworks can
speak to each other relatively easily; the shared languages are translatable. Others argue such
translation is so difficult that different linguistic frameworks are incommensurable. Compare
Popper, Normal Science and Its Dangers, in Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge 51, 5658
(I. Lakatos & A. Musgrave eds. 1970) with Kuhn. Reflections on My Critics, in id, at 231,
266-67.
Lakatos. Falsilicatinn and the Methotlology of Scientific Rvsearch Prt)gra~utnes,in Criticism and the Growth of Kuowle(lge, supra note 98, at 91 [hereinafter Li~ki~tos.
Riwwch Prw
grammesl.
loo All testiug of theories depends on acceptance of a theoretical fran~eworkthat is falsifiable.
In a give11 context, however, the framework is treated as unprol)len~aticwhile the scientist tests
a theory in light of the "truth" of that framework. In a sul)sequcnt rmtext, i n h n a t i m that was
treated as unproblernatic fact can become a theory subject to test. The decision to demarcate
background fact from theory under test is a ~nethodologicaland conventional one. Id. at 106-07.

"

"

"

\
'

,

theory is not effectively "falsified" by an experiment unless there is
available a new theory that explains the old background facts and the
new experiment as well.lol "There is no falsification," he said, "before the emergence of a hetter theory." lo2 The question whether to
replace a theory is not conceptualized as a clash of "facts" with
"theory."lo3 It is t h e conflict of rival theories ("research programmes") that constitutes the engine of scientific change.lo4
This conclusion might not be enough by itself to convince a
positivist that one ought to be able to question al>solutely every assertion about the empirical world. A positivist might argue that, even if
the way a scientific theory is learned cannot be predicted, there
nevertheless are physical things to which the theory may refer, and to
which the same properties must be a t t r i h t e d by all observers.105
But t h e breakdown of the distinction between background a n d
theoretical knowledge is fatal to this view.lo6 If facts are understood
only through communicative means shared hy scientists, t h a t
"language" itself becomes intlistinguishable from a theory. lo7 The observation can b e found only in the theory. The retreat from the
fact-theory distinction has been further accelerated by the conditions

101 Id. at 12021. 111 the absence of a new theory, a clever scientist can explain away counterevidence, and thus defend his theory against thc argument that it has Iwen falsified. Id.
'01 Id. at 119.
'03 Id. at 129. As Thomas K I I ~ Iexpressed
I
it in The Structure of Scirntific Rrvnlutions (2d
ed. 1970). a change iu the "river-bed" propositions of thought (to use Wttgenstein'c metaphor)
occurs whet1 one scientific paradigm-a system of background pre1nist.s that shape.; the questions and the auswers for~nulatedin scientific inquiry, id. at 10-11, 37-gives way to an entirely
new paradigm. Id. at 92-94. 111. Such a scientific "revolution" occurs wh1.11anomalies can no
longer be explained witl~inthe prrvailing paradigm. Id. at 52-65, 97. The r e v ~ h t i o nis complete
when a new set of hackground assumptions replaces the old set and resolves the major
anomalies. Id. at 77, 97. A paradigm. like I.;tkatos' research progranl, woulcl not Iw rejected
until another was availalde to replace it. Id
1"
Lakatos. Research Programmes, supra uote 99. at 121-22. 129-30, 155.
Ios See F. Suppe. The S t r ~ ~ c t u rof
e Scientific Thcories 14-15. 4548 (1974).
I"
See notes 100 & 103 supra.
'0' To take a famous example, an object may appear to an ol~serverto h e a "tiger," based on
his previous (partly linguistic) experie~~ce.
His r~amingall ol~jectas a "tiger" asserts that it
belongs to a particular group of auimals; that it is an animal and I I O ~a mrchanical tiger; that it is
"alive"; a d a hmt of ntlwr Inor(. or IVSF q u c ~ s t i ~ ) u athiugs
l ~ I ~ ~i~nplirdby la11p1ag11.Co~npareP.
Zifl, Semautic Analysis 184-85 (1%4) with liripkr, Namiug aud Necessity, in Semantics of
Pr C. I l a r l t ~ aeds.
~ ~ 1972). Popprr and Kuhn
Natural Language 2.3, 316-19 (211tvl. D. I)avidso~~
both agree that all bets are t h c o r y - l ~ l r n .Popper. supra note 98, at 51-52; Kuhn, Logic of
gr, ~~otc.
Discovery or Psycholog!. of Resrarch?. i l l Criticism and the Crowth of K ~ ~ o w l t ~ dsupra
48, at 1. 2. Thr history of the Im~akclowt~
111 the h c t - t h e ~ r y(listiuctio~~
is traced i l l F. Suppe,
supra note 105, at 80-86, and is presented wit11 an extended history of the philosopl~yof knowledge in the West in I S. Toulmin. 1lu1na11Undrrstandi~igch. 1 (1972)
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of modern science, in which "facts" commonly are observable not directly but only through instruments that are themselves the creatures
of theory. lo8
Changes in scientific theory, then, imply changes in the meaning
of what is observed, just as, for the later Wittgenstein, meaning in
ordinary language was thought to change as t h e language-game
changed."'Y The problem of finding the meaning of scientific facts
depends on finding the applicable theory, in the same way that finding the meaning of norms, values, and actions depends on finding
their context and world. Scientific information is interpreted and scientific theory is tested through discussion that is indistinguishable in
form from the discussion used to identify and test values and norms.

C. Dialogue: Firitling Retrsnns T o Beliefie

/

So far I have argued the position of modern philosophy, that the
"meaning of a proposition in a system of discourse must b e understood through language, and that our acceptance of the "certainty" of
a proposition depends on our ability to derive reasons for the proposition drawn from that system. Although I thus have abandoned any
notion that we can use words to talk about "things" in a way that is
free from intervention by the speaker, I have c o n t i n ~ ~ eto
d use the
term "meaning in a static sense. To consider how meaning is found
within a system, I will now turn to a philosophy of interpretation.
A tradition in Continental philosophy has sought the solution to
the problem of meaning in a dialogue between the interpreter and his
c t which meanings are proposed and modified by
text or s ~ ~ b j e in
question a n d answer. Hans-Georg G a d a m e r l l o a n d Jiirgen
Habermas1l1 in Germany, and Paul Ricoeur112 in France, confront
the
of m e a n i n g through such m e t h o d s , called
hermeneutics-the study of what is hidden in a e x t .
/

-

--

---- -.
-- ------ ---

108 Although the findings of modern subatomic physics are the most noted example of this, it
is an event common in astronomy as well. Feyerahend recounts that the original "fidings"
Galileo made by using a primitive telescope were i n c ~ m ~ r e h e n s i h lwilhout
e
the aid of a theory
of telescopic vision. P. Feyerabend, Against Method 3 5 3 6 (1975). Similarly, l a k a t m recites the
classical example of how Newton instructed Fla~nsteed,the first Astrono~nerRoyal. to reinterpret some of his data since they contradicted Newton's lunar theory Newton, who Iiy his own
confession made n o observations himself, nevertheless explained to Fla~iistredexactly how he
should "correct" the observations. Lakatos speculates that the conslant h~~rniliation
the great
observer suRered b y having his data improved by Newton's theories led linally to the qnarrel
hetween the two men. Lakatos, Research Progra~nlnrs, supra nute 99, at 130 11.5
'00 See text accompanyi~lgnotes 62-67 supra.
"0 See text accompanying notes 113-18 infra.
1" See text accompanyiag notes 119-23 infra.
"2 See note 118 and accompanying text infra.
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Gadamer accepts the notion that we come to know the world
through language:
[Iln all our knowledge of ourselves and in all knowledge of the
world, we are always already encompassed by the language that is
our own. We grow up, and we become acquainted with men and
in the last analysis with ourselves when we learn to speak. Learning to speak does not mean learning to use a preexistent tool for
designating a world already somehow familiar to us; it means acquiring a familiarity and acquaintance with the world itself and how
it confronts us.l13
Meanings in a language so learned are both intentional and conventional because we can intend only what the language will bear in the
context. For hermeneutic philosophers, dialogue is t h e process b y
which we try to bring the two together, to find out what is meant
within the context, either in a written text or spoken words.l14
For Gadamer, interpretive dialogue begins with the preiudgments of the interpreter, who first takes the words in the sense most
familiar to him. Once the interpreter recognizes an apparent "error,"
he can see that he is outside his own tradition, and Iwgin to try to
understand another tradition. As Gatlamer tlescribes it, we may read
a text as if it were a personal letter, conveying news from the writer
that the reader takes to b e true. "It is only when the attempt to
accept what lie has said as true fails that we try to 'understand' the
text, psychologically or historically, as another's meaning." 115 It is

'I3 H.G. Gadamrr, Man and language, in Pliilo~o~hiral
Ilrrmrncwtics .59, 62-63 (I). L i n g
ed. 1976). Philosophers closer ti1 the tradition of philosophy of discourse t h m to hermeneutics
reach similar conchsions. When Stanley Cavrll says that "we learn language and learn t h e
world togethrr." h e means that when w e learn w~irds,we also learn what their utmost implicar . Cavt.11,
tions are, s o that we can decide how things ma)- lie said to 111. alike and h o w ~ ~ n l i kS.
supra note 68, at 19-20 (emphasis in original). A parallrl phc~~o~nrncilogical
view is (lcscrihed in
J. Edie, supra note 69, at 154-58.
"'H.G. Gadamer, Truth and Method 331 (G. Barden & 1. C u ~ n ~ n i ntrans.
g
1975).
"6 Id. at 262. Later. G a d a ~ n e rreturns to the point:
T h e hermenrutical e x p r r i e ~ ~ calso
e has its logical cons(~luencc:that of ~ ~ ~ ~ i n l e r r ulisptrd
tening. A thiug (loes not present itself to the h e r n i e n r ~ ~ t i c aexlierirl~cc
l
w i t l ~ o ~its~ own
t
special eRort, 11amc:ly that of 'lieing negative towards itself.' A person who is trying to
understaud a text has also t o k e e p something at n distance, n a m e l y everything that
suggests itself, on the Isasis of his own p r e j ~ ~ d i c c sas, thc ~ n c a n i n gexpected, as soon as it
is rejected hy the seuse of the text itself. Even the experience of' t h e rrvcrsal of ~neaning,
this coustantly recurriug exlierience in s p r r c h , which is the real expcricwce of the dialectic. has its rcpivalent here. T h e ~nikildingof the totality of meaning towards which understanding is directed, forces us to make conjectnres and to take t h e m hack again. T h e
self-cancellatiou of the interpretatiou makrs it possihlc fur the thing itsrlf-the meaning
of the text-to assert itself.
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the improbable or out-of-place event in the chronicle, the anomalous
interpretation given to a term of value by a persou we are arguing
with or the amazing explanation by another culture for phenomena
that are the keys by which we begin to reach the common ground of
understanding.
estion, the aim of
In the case of dialogue about a normative
the participants is to agree what the o J
o the discussion actually
is, and how to resolve it. In the case of a text, the interpreter tries to
say what the text can effectively mean, in the light of its words, the
tradition of the text, and his own tradition. The interpretation ultimately found will not necessarily be either the original one naively
seen by the interpreter nor the one "meant" by the person who uttered the statement. This is so because the words "mean" something
only in their context, and because they may come to "mean" different
things to readers and listeners than they do to the speaker or writer.
The "truth" that is possible for Gadamer is only the truth that is
vielded by the dialogic process. Yet there can be no other truth, at
least for words that describe human action in ordinary language because the words do not have meaning at all except through the
dialogue. 116
Gadamer sees jr~risprudenceas a locus classicus for the methods
of hermeneutics. In applying or making law, the judge usually draws
on a text written by others. He may be fortunate enough to use a
recent decision or statute, so that the meaning of the words at least
comes from his own tradition: the interpretive problem, when solved
with the assistance of l a y e r s arguing the meaning of the law, is similar to what it would be in dialogue with a contemporary. In other
cases, the text may be q ~ ~ i old,
t e and may come from a society very
different from the one that now confronts the court: the judge fuses
the meaning in the world from which the statute is drawn (as he
understands it) with the meaning in the contemporary world. In
either case, the problem is to interpret an objective linguistic factthe text-in its bearing on a contelnporary matter. What is important
is the meaning of the words in the context of the current situation,
rather than the elusive "intention" of the writer.Il7

a
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When people decide upon an action or a policy, the discussion is
very much like the one they carry on in trying to decide a legal
question. Once they understand one another's use of the words, it is
clear what actions are possible and what are ]lot, and the "meaning"
of the words used is to some extent determined by the action that is
taken. The "truth" that is possible for political action is the samebased upon dialogue among the participants-as the trr~ththat is possible for the meaning of words that express norms or values.Il8
Habermas, like Gadamer, has roots in the hermeneutic tradition
for deciding questions about human action. Although Habermas is
willing to leave to technical methods the solution of questions
how a mechanical job may be carried out, in the world of "practice,"
for him as for other hermeneutic philosophers dialogue is the
knowledge. "9
Habermas differs most from the hermeneutic tradition, and from
Cadamer as its heir, in his reluctance to accept as sufficient the ortlinary methods of hermeneutics. He recognizes that the pattern of
meaning in the normative words used in practical discussio~lmay be
hidden from the participants. Because they cannot recognize what
economic interests or psychological drives may distort their view of
the dialogue, their efforts to confront their traditions and to reveal

the E n g l i s h - s p c d i ~ ~wg o r l d S r c II Hart & A . Sacks. Thc. Legal Prncess ch. 7 (Flarvartl Univ.
mimeo. 19.58).
'I8 Similar paral1c.l~among tc-xt. action, and history arc drawn hy P d R i c o e ~ ~
inr Explanati<)n
and Understandi~~g:
0 1 1 Some R e ~ ~ ~ a r k a Connections
hle
Among Theory of the Text. Theor) of
Action and Theory of tlistory, i l l T h e Philosophy of P a d Hinwur 149, 149-66 (C. Hc.agan & D.
Stewart eds. 1978).
1. H a b e r m ~ s .Theorv and Practice 8 (J. Viertel trans. 1973). T h e ideas schematized h v r e
~~
(J SI1:tpiro trans 197 1). A
are developed in J. Ilal~ernias. K ~ w w l r d g eand F l u ~ n a111trrc.sts
principal question posed h u t w v e r solved by Flalwrrnas' work is how t o decide when a question
is "practical" and when "technical." Neither has Habermas adequately dofended his view that
there a r e two categorically different forms of knowledge a n d inquiry: a natural science interested only in technical control and a human science interested only in understanding. S e e R.
Bernstein. supra note 87. at 221-23: A. Giddens, New Rules of Sociological Method 67-68
(1976). Hahermas has made the distinction partly fur p o l e n ~ i c do r normative purposes: aware of
the tendency of social scientists to reduce policy (pestinns to t ~ c h n i c a lo r "oprrational" cluestions, h e seeks hy means of his definition to makr clear his view that political matters alu.a!ys
involve choices of value. S r e J. Hahrrlnas. T e c h l ~ o l o gand
~ Scienrc as "Idedog!
ill Towartl a
Rational Society 81, 112-13 (1970); 1. Hahcmnas, The Scientization of Politics and Puldic 011i11ion, in id. at 62. 62-64, M. Nevertheless, the p r o l h r n cannot b e t l m e awa) with hy a s i ~ n ~ ~ l c
definition. For exan~ple, Ilintikkn. Practical vs. Thcwretical Rrasou, i l l Practical Reason 8 3 (S.
Korner ed. 1974). suggests once again t11;tt thew is no lii~rcl-and-fastdistinction Iwtween tlr~.
natnral a ~ IIIIIII~UI
~ d
scicv~cc~s.
id. at 84-%I. A stratcg" a d ~ r m l ~ r a t wIry
l I l i ~ ~ t i k k ~i ~~, l i i th(.
c l ~ I1c.rmeneutic philosoph~m have not I I S ~w~o ,~ ~ lasd sir nil at^ the n ~ c d ~ o dofs natural science n i ~ ) r r
closely into those of t h e human sciences, rather than the o t l w way a r o ~ ~ A~ fdd.l d i s c ~ ~ s s i oof~ i
the prohle~nsprrsrnted 1)). H a h r r ~ n a stlworit>s
'
of k~wwlrdgeis h r y o d the. scope of this Articlt.

."

Id. at 422. The acceptance by the interpreter of his own prejudices a d precwlcrptions (insofar
as h e knows them), Gadamer thinks, is more honest and fruithl t11a11a pose of "neutrality"
which is, in the light of the shifting meanings of words, in any case not really possilde. H.G.
Gadarner, Semantics and Hern~eneutics.in PhiIos~)phicalH e r m e ~ ~ c u t i c ssupra
.
~ ~ ( r t113,
t . at 82.
92-94.
118 See H . G . Gadarner, supra note 114, at 44647.
11' See id. at 292-94, 304-05. A similar result advocating inquiry into a "purpose" of a statute
in the hroad sense, rather than into the "intent" of its drafters in the narrow swuse, is familiar in
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their prejudgments is always of limited effe~t.12~
Under these conditions, the value of the dialogue is problematic for Habermas, and
increasingly so as dominant economic groups manipulate public consciousness.
For present purposes, the important thing about Habermas' confrontation with the problem of communication is that despite his criticism of the tradition, he can find no real alternative to dialogue as a
rce of knowledge about human action. Habermas has begun to
outline a theory of "communicative competence," defined as the ability to carry on a dialogue free of the fetters of neurosis and ideology,
using as one source of such competence Wittgenstein's notion of a
language-game.121 In any language-game, communication is possible
only because of some underlying consensus about meaning, and the
existence of that consensus itself, Habermas thinks, suggests the possildity of a dialogue that is neither manipulated nor maniprllative.122
It is in the nature of the discourse and the use of normative words
that "we cannot explain the validity claim of norms without recourse
to rationally motivated agreement or at least to the conviction that
consensus on a recommended norm could be brought ahout with
reasons. 123 A1though for Habermas hermaneu tics cannot supply any
sure method of finding meanings hidden from the participants, it does
serve to take account of the problem of hidden nieanings, and opens
the possibility of understanding.

6.1.

"

We are confronted at last with a general c o n s e ~ i s r ~in
s , ~the
~~
philosophy of both the human scie~icesand the natural scie~ices,that
1. Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, supra note 119, at 313-17.
See 1. Habermas, Theory and Practice, supra note 119, at 17-19.
122 S e e id. a t 17. Habermas finds a source and model for his hope of an emancipating
dialogue in the self-reflective knowledge afforded by psychoanalysis, in which a n internal
dialogue assisted by a listener affords, as h e sees it, some real knowledge of the self. Id. at 9,
22-24, A more extended treatment of psychoanalysis is found in 1. Hal~ermas,Knowledge and
Human Interests. supra note 119, at 214-45.
IzJ 1. Habermas, Legitimation Crisis 105 (1. Viertel trans. 1975) (cmphasis in original).
124 T h e French structuralists searched for a science of meaning, for a "linguistics of connotation," as Barthes put it. R. Barthes, Elements of Semiology 90-91 (19611). Becausr they found in
the world of value and action no concrete "sigoifieds" t o which the words as "signifiers" refer
but found instead' that words refer to m e a n i n g created by other words, they were tempted to
conclude that there are no core meanings. Derrida, Structure, Sign and Play in the Iliscoursr of
the Hnrnan Sciences, in The Langnage of Criticism and the Sciences of Ma11 247, 2 4 9 6 0 (R.
Macksey & E. Donato eds. 1970). Paul Ricoenr has criticized this from the hermeneutic point of
view in his Structure, Word, Event, in T h e Philosophy of Paul Ricneur, supra note 118, at
114-15.
120
'21
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the meaning of man-made artifacts-linguistic facts-whether norms,
values, acts, or scientific facts, can be i~&rstood only in a cnntert
determined throueh di~~oorl~rse.
This consensus is an accepted, legitimate view from which other philosophical departures may be taken, a
premise from which consequences may be drawn. I t is accepted as
fdly as the consensus among liberal political philosophers on the importance of the autono~nor~s
individual, and it5 implications for political philosophy are no less 1egiti1nate.l~~
The consensus of modern linguistic philosophy about meaning
i ~ e p o s i t i o nabout t h r i g h t to speak. It implies that limitations
on discourse about the meanings of words, especially those that relate
to action and value, create a risk that those who use or hear words
literally will not understand them, not know what they meal). It imlies that there is no "speech" except free speech, b e ~ l l wspex
dialogue to )earn the meaning of words.
-his
rationale for f r ~ e c l ~ e x p r e s s i c mrooted
,
in the nature of
speech itself, implies that slogans, formulas for which no reply is
permitted, are not really part of language. They have no meani~ig
because they have no context, and cannot be put i l l context without
the social dimension of' language, without interplay between the slogan and a responsive reader or speaker. We cannot want to forhid
dialogue about a ~ ~ ~ t l ispoken
i ~ i g or written in a humall language, unless we want to eliminate the search for the purpose and r ~ n t l e r s t a n t l ~
ing of what is said.
The force of such a rationale is perhaps no st o h i o u s in t h e
analysis of ideas that a r c "political" o n their fhce; indeed t h e
philosophy of language underlying the rationale is applied to two
leading endeavors in political philosophy in the section that fbllows.
But the rationale is at 1)ottoni equally applicalde to the discussion of
the most basic phenomena. Debate on the proposition, say, that the
earth is flat might leatl to an i~iterestingexplanation of the physical
conditions that wordd have to prevail if the earth were flat. It would
certainly leatl the round-earthen to reconsider the basis of their conviction that the earth is not flat, lead them to see why the conviction
is true in the universe as they r~~itlerstand
it, and how much that
understanding dcpentls upon assumptions that are the "river-bed" of
their perceptions of the universe. The statement that the earth is not
flat conies to life as "true" for those of us who are round-earthers
because we come to r~ndersta~~tl
wliv we 1)elicve it.

/

1

--

1

-

12"lvin
C h l d n c ~ .working t h r n ~ ~ g lsimilar
]
sources wit11 the p ~ ~ r l m s cof. discovc.ri~~gt h e
source of rationality in social life, arrivcs at an m~alognnsconrlnsion: rationalit is lordtcd in
dialogue. A. C n n l d n ~ r .T h c Ilialectic of Ideology and Trchnalogy 49 (1976)

/
&
-

J
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Despite the views of writers like Cornforth, a copy theory of
meaning is no more necessary to a Marxist than it is to an ordinary
language philosopher; on the contrary, large parts of the Marxist
tradition are nearly inconsistent with any copy theory. Marx himself
believed that social forces determine forms of social consciousness,
though the fact of that determination is co~nmonlyconcealed from t h e
people in the society.134 They learn ahout their social consciousness,
and the forms of social consciousness change, through dialectical
means. These Marxist doctrines share common origins with h e r meneutic philosophy, and are more compatible with it than with a
narrow positivism. 135
A tradition has emerged, using such elements of Marxism, that
conflicts with the Leninist copy theory of meaning and is parallel to
the non-Marxist consensus that dialogue is necessary to understand
usage and context. 111 Russia in the twenties, Volosinov sketched a
Marxist philosophy of language intended to he consonant with t h e
" o t i o n s that "individual cor~sciousness is a social-ideological fact"l36
and that "[tlhe immediate social situation and t h e broader social
milieu wholly determine-and
d e t e r m i n e from within, so t o
speak-the
structure of an utterance."137 He concluded that "any
true understanding is tlialogic in nature. Understanding is to utterance as one line of a dialogue is to the next. Understanding strives to
match the speaker's word with a counter t ~ o r d . ' " ~ ~
During the succeeding fifty years, even as the ideas of Volosinov's
generation were being suppressed, social scientists working within
the Marxist tradition outside the Soviet world have largely rejected
positivist
The notion of a critical dialogue iniplicit in
Marxism, on the contrary, requires constant inquiry and redefinition,
a constant attempt to find and transcend the strictures of social consciousness. In short, it implies a hermeneutic process. 140

r

So far I have attempted to show that the very meaning of propositions depends on the reasons that can be found in the relevant
system of discourse, going all the way to the system's "river-bed"
when it is called into question. In addition, I have attempted to show
that proper reasons cannot be found without dialogue. In this section,
I turn to a more specific examination of Marxism and liberal jurisprudence as systems of discourse in order to show that the establishment
of meaning within both systems depends on free expression.

A. Marxism
One possible objection to applying our justification for free
speech to Marxist theory is that Marxism may rest on a copy theory
of meaning. When Lenin quoted Paul Lafargue to the effect that
'[a]n idea is as real as the object of which it is the reflection in the
brain' "1z6 he embraced a long tradition of materialism in Marxism.
Some modern positivist Marxists lZ7 have taken the short step from
Lenin's materialism to a copy theory of meaning. Maurice Cornforth,
for example, has said: "Language has words for the properties and
relations of ohiects which we have come to recognise through our
senses in the course of practical life." lZ8 TO Cornforth, thought is a
reflection of objective reality l Z yand language is governed by a set of
logical principles.130 Within such a system, truth is the correspondence between an idea and the objective reality that it reflects.131
Because this view has no place for competing concepts of truth,
its implications for free expression are ominous. As truth advances by
being continually r e s t a t e d in a form more free from past
d i s t o r t i ~ n s , 'the
~ ~ mmber of areas about which rational differences of
opinion may exist quickly diminishes. To argue for a right of free
expression within such a system is to argue for the right to teach
half-truths and plain errors.133
"

1Ze V.1. Lenin, Materialism and E~npirio-Criticism,ill 14 Collected Works 17, 203 (1962).
"7
See, e.g,. M. Cornforth, The Theory of Knowledge 26, 144 (3d ed. 1963). A modern
version of this theory of knowledge appears in N. Poulantzas. Political Power ancl Social Classes
12-13 (1968).
'28 M Cornforth, supra note 127, at 43.
12' Id. at 53.
130 Id. at 50.
131 Id. at 135. 140.
1 J V d . at 136-37.
la3 Id. at 139.

m4 See K. Marx, Preface to A Contribution to t h e Critique of Political Economy, in I
Selected Works 354. 356-57 (C. Duff ed. 1942).
I3"ee,
e.g.. J. Hahermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, supra nnte 119 possinz especially chs. 2 & 3; Frankel, Hahermas Talking: An Inteniew, 1 T h e o y & Soc'y 37. 48-49 (1974).
'38 V.N. Volosinov, hlarxisrn ancl the Philosophy of Language 12 (1973) (emphasis omitted).
'Ihe influence on contemporary hlarxists of the views of Volosinov ancl others of his generation
is reflected in R. Williams. Marxism and Literature 34-44 (1977). For an example of such contemporary views, see Bakan, Book Review, 35 Telos 244. 219-50 (1978) (reviewing K. Kosik,
Dialectics of the C o n c r ~ t e(1976)).
137 V.N. Volosinov, snpra note 136. at 86 (emphasis omitted).
'3' Id. at 102 (emphasis in original) Volosinov and his work literally disappeared in the thirties with the ascendanct. crf tht. ctrpv theor". R. Willia~ns,supra note 136. at 34-35.
13' See R. Brrnstein, supra ~ w t e87, at 179.91.
"0 See A. Goulclner. supra uote 125. at 49-54; J. Hahermas, Knowledge and Human lnterests, supra notv 119. at 62-63 L. Kolakc~wski. Karl Marx and the Classical Definition of

k
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T h e notion among modern Marxists of t h e need for critical
dialogue converges with Habermas' concept of "communicative competence," through which dialogue becomes the more emancipating as
it is freed from the constraints of special pleading and the economic
and legal suppression of r~npopularideas.141 Free expression still is
the only instrument that a hermeneutic system like Marxism has to
find the answers to political questions. 1 4 ~

!
j

B . Liberal J u r i s p d e n c e
Liberal jurisprudence, like Marxism, can be viewed as a system
of discourse in which right answers can be discovered and can have
meaning only when the system's premises are subject to dialogic
elaboration. In the legal philosophy of Ronald D ~ o r k i n , 'a~ right
~
judicial decision often is a matter of searching the legal system for
"principles" from which a right answer can be derived.144 According
to Dworkin, "a principle is a principle of law if it figures in the
soundest theory of law that can be provided as a justification for the
explicit substantive and institutional rules of the jr~risdictionin question."'45 Principles justify legal rules,'46 and such justification anchors the rule in t h e political and moral traditions of society.14'
Dworkin maintains that "[tlhe origin o f . . . legal principles lies not in
a particular decision of some legislature or court, but in a sense of
appropriateness developed in the profession and the public over time.
Their continued power depends upon this sense of appropriateness
being sustained." 14'
Truth, in Toward a Marxist Hnmanism 38-66 (1968); K. Korsch, Marxism and Philosophy 7678.
83-64 (1970).
1"
J. Habermas, Theory and Practice, snpra note 119, at 18.
14' Essential to the argument made here is that the meaning of Marxism must be reformulated through dialogue. There is nothing a b o ~ ~Marxism
t
that is peculiarly "true" in the sense
that it cannot be understood diflerently in a direrent context. There seems little doubt that
Marx himself supposed that there was a final "truth" in his views. He was no more ready than
other philosophers of his era to abandon the dtimate ground of belief. See J. Hahermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, supra note 119, at 62-63: 1. Balbns, On the Absence of Political
Theory in Marx 27 (paper presented at the Second National Conference on Critical Legd
Studies, Madison, Wisconsin, Nov. 10-12, 1978) (copy on file at New York University Law
Review). Under the approach advanced here, hlanism may be taken as a framework for the
interpretation of h e world, but the framework ac well as its applicatiou is always open to
criticism. See J. McMurtry, The Structure of Marx's World-View 131-32, 174-76 (1978). See also
G. Duncan, M a n and Mill 3-13 (1973); M. Markovic, From Affluence to Praxis 53-55 (1974).
See R. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (1977).
1"
See id. at 22-31.
Ia5 Id. at 66.
laB Id. at 28, 67, 116.
14' Id. at 67.
"8 Id. at 40. When a once-established pri~~ciple
is shown to have little current force it may
be overridden. Id. at 12%23.

a

The legal principles of a liberal society may be characterized as a
justificatory paradigm. When a judge a,nclacles that one party has the
stronger argument he presumat)ly considers his answer to he right. 1 4 Y
Assess~nentof the rightness of the answer takes place against t h e
background of a system of principles of law which the judge draws on
to defend his c o n c 1 ~ s i o n . lThis
~ ~ method for ming principles to make
judicial decisions is in essence her~neneutic151 A decision may b e
criticized for either misapplying background principles or resting on
principles that inadequately explain precedent or are inconsistent
with other estaldished principles.152 In short, a Judicial answer can
be only as "right" as the legal system in which it is cast.
Thus, the implications of modern philosophy of language-that
there is no meaning without dialogue, no "speech" except f r e e
speech-can b e borne out in both Marxism a r ~ t lliberal jurisprudence. The right of free discor~rseis not simply derived from
values of free t r a d e in ideas and individualism traditional to
liberalism: instead, it plays a fr~ndamentalrole i l l keeping liberalism,
Marxism, or any other theory from decaying into a litany of dead
slogans.

6

The rationale for free cxpressi 11 derived from individu aI'Ism, as
we have ol)served, imposes an ( digs 'on to recognize that freedom
only on governments that deriv their egitirnacy in whole or in part
from respect for autono~nor~s
inc 'vi
s.153 It is therefore fair to inquire under what circumstances governments o ~ g h tto recognize a
right of free expression using the rationale that there is no meaning
without dialogue. We may then examine the implication of this new
rationale for o w conception of the legal safeg~~ards
required to protect
free expression.

Only those societies, it seems, in which the ~ n e a n i ~of~ gwords
and sentences is thought to 1,e fixed will 11ot expericncc. political

la* Id. at 35.
See id. at 28, 41: text accompanying notes 75-86 supra.
See R. I)\vorkin. supra note 143. :it 106-10; I)workin, No Right Answrr?,
Rev. 1, 25-29 (1978): trxt accmqxa~~ying
notes 11517 supra.
15' R. Dworkin, supra note 143, at 116-17.
See text accolnp:n~ying notes 26-33 supra.
I5O
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pressure to recognize a right of free expression. One such society
might be one in which language is magic. When words are thought to
be so inextricably bound up with things that they have an incantatory
power to affect the physical world, there is a fixed and dangerous
meaning for those words in that society. If it is literally believed that
the utterance of some form of words can bring rain, cure the sick, or
sicken the healthy, those words may be subject to governmental control, and no one in the society will suppose that it should be otherwise.
Apart from the magical e of language, it is dificult to conceive
r modern conditions, could avoid the
of any societies that,
legitimacy of the argument for free expression. Even the worst of
dictators do not blandly state that they support a regime of lies and
distortions; instead, they say, and sometimes perhaps believe, that
they are acting in the general interest, for greater economic efficiency, cultural purity, or the like. These terms, of course, are terms
and d u e , hnd rc+able iudgmnts of ~neaning&mut--can be made onlv by discourse. Any government, then, that purports
s o G h as its rhetoric to make political decisions according

a

&

r
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preserve and extend it to every sort of inquiry. That demand will b e
the same even when the government says it values the "collective
good" over "individual rights."
In recent years, since the pi~ldicationof John Rawls' A Theory of
]~sticu,15~
the question whether some particular liberty such as freedom of conscience and expression is "prior" to other values, in the
sense that it ought not to be exchanged for any other value, has been
discussed.155 The rationale of "no meaning without dialogue" for
freedom of expression implies the priority. in a logical sense, of t h e
freedom to carry on the discourse. Since it is t h e instrument by
which all decisions on other questions of value are decided by any
society that subscribes to the accepted notions of language, free discourse must come before any other political value. To allow some
other value in society to be "prior" in tlie sense tliat it is beyond
inclusion in t h e discr~ssioninvolves a contradiction hecause it is
through the discussion that the hierarchy of values is tlecided.

-

for all governments, that right remains an extremely strong obligation
for most modern governments.
Once participants in any discussion accept the premise drawn
from the philosophy of language that disct~ssionis essential to understanding, then to be sure that they know what they are talking about,
that they do not fail to take anything into account, and that they have
some basis for believing their conclr~sionstrue, their discr~ssionmust
take place in as open a system of discourse as possible. Their concern
is to minimize the risks that the "wrong" meaning will be accepted

and acted upon or, if a factual question is at issue, be recorded as a
judgment of history or science. If a topic is excluded from discussion
by pvernmental fiat, the inference is strong that tlie government
does not want the participants to understand. In the case of a practical question, the exclusion implies tliat the government may aim to
make a decision that is "wrong" for the context and the society. It
may imply, for example, that the government wants the decision to
appear to be one i n the general interest, when discu$sio~iwould show
that it is not. When the participants are exchcled from discussion,
they do not "believe" the government's position Ixcanse dialogue is
the only basis for belief that they know. In short, once the right of
free discussion is accepted, it creates a demand o n the government to

\I

B. Relation to Existing First Att~endtt~erlt
Doctritw
Since the theory of free expression rooted in dialogic tliscou~seis
an alternative basis for rights tliat are recognized in our law for other
reasons, its acceptance need not imply a rejection of American first
amendment case law. Nevertheless, a comparison with currently received theories does cast interesting light on both those theories and
issues in first a r n e n h e n t law.

I . A Right of Dialoglrc
The rationale derived from dialogue is Inow closely allied to
freedom of association than to the pure freedom of the ar~tono~nor~s
individual to speak his mind. Discr~ssion is co~~tlncted
tllrough language, entirely a social creation, and it depends upon artifacts of society, such as texts to read and other persons to talk to and listen to.
The risk of misunderstanding or not finding a relevant meaning is the
same whether tlie participant is a speaker, a listener, or a reader, and
therefore the listener has as much interest in the clisconrse, if h e
cares to enforce it, as the speaker.

J. Rawls. A Theory of Justice (1971).
Rawls speaks of thc. priority of a small group of lil)rrtirs i~iclr~cling
lilxrty OF conscience, to
which hr gives thc. most en~phasis.Id. at 205-OR. 541-48. This c o ~ w e p tof priority is cliscnssed
by Hart, R a d s on Liberty and Its Priority, in Reading Rawls 230, 249.52 ( N . Daniels ed. 1975).
lSs

I84
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~ l t h o u g hit is dialogue itself that is the focus of the free speech
rationale sketched here, neither of the constituent parts of dialogue,
the right of the audience to hear and the correlative right of the
speaker to reach his audience, is rationalized in any clear way by
current first amendment doctrine. Current doctrine is dominated by a
view of free speech as a means of seIf-expressio1~,'~6
a rationale that
protects principally the right of the speaker to utter his thoughts and
has little to say about his need to reach or to be heard by his listeners. To support the right of the audience to hear and the correlative
right of the speaker to reach his audience, current first amendment
doctrine draws on the concept of "free trade in ideas." lS7 This is an
instance in which "trade" has perhaps served covertly to protect the
need for dialogue that in fact may underlie the right of free expression.
The theory advanced here, under the banner of "no meaning
without dialogue," puts the com~ni~nication
between the speaker and
his audience at the heart of the interest in free expression. In balancing that interest against state interests, the theory requires the law to
give a paramount place to the question whether the speaker can be
heard and the listener can hear; it permits limiting that dialogue, if at
all, only on a showing of a substantial interest that c a n ~ ~ be
o t attained
by any less drastic means.
The fullest recognition by the Court of a first amendment interest in dialogue is found
in Rerl Lieu Brnnrlcnstitig Co. v .
FCC.lS8 111 Red Lion. the Court was faced with all attack on two
FCC rules embodying aspects of the "fairness doctrine": one rule affording a right of reply to personal attacks by the 1)roadcast media and
the other a right of reply to political editorial^.'^^ 111 upholding the
validity of these two FCC rules against broadcasters' arguments that
the rules abridged their freedoms of speech and press,160 the Court
recognized that one of the rights at stake was the public's first
amendment right to open and vigorous debate of p h l i c issues.161

'58 See T. Emerson, The System of Freedom of Expression 6 (1970); T. Emerson. Toward a
General Theory of the First Amendment 4-7 (1%); text acvompanying nr,tec 1.52 supra to 163
infra.
'57 See Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753. 763 (1972) (" 'It is thr purpose of the First
Alnendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately
prevail . . . .' ") (quoting Red Lion Broadcasting CII. v. FCC. 395 U . S . 367. 390 (1969)); L.
Tribe, American Constitutional Law $ 12-19, at 676 (1978).
'58 395 U.S. 367 (1969).
159 Id. at 373-74.
Ig0 Id. at 386.
'8'
Id. at 390.

It is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the
broadcasters, which is paramount. It is the pltrpose of the First
Amendment to preserve an uninhil)ited market-place of itlras i n
which tntth will ulti~natrl~
prevail . . . . It is the right of the
lic to receive suitable access to social, political, estht~tic,lnoral, and
other ideas and experiences which is cr~tciall ~ e r e . ~ ~ ~

.

:

Here the ~netaphorof "fi-ee tratle in itleas" has ser\-rtl to protect the
need for dialogic tliscor~rse.
Arguments premised o n the view that the f'irst a ~ n e r i d ~ n c a ~ l t
guarantees of a process of disci~ssion, separate from the il~terestof'
individuals in self-expression, have not always received t l ~ erecl
ill
ognition they received i n Rcrl Liott. Three years after R ~ t Liorr,
Kleinrlietlst c. ~Vnt1rle1.l~~
the Siipre~neCourt ~ ~ p h e l the
t l denial of a
visa to an
Ernest Ma~ltlel,who I d I)ee~li t ~ \ i t e dto se\.eral
universities to speak on Marxist e c o ~ ~ o ~ n i Icns .doing
~ ~ ~ so, it rejected thc a r g r l ~ n e ~
of~six
t profiwors who I d invited hlandel or \vho
expected to participate i l l colloqrria wit11 11ir11 that thcir first arnen(1ment rights to 'hear his views and engage him i l l a free and open
academic excllallgc:' wcrc violated by the, visa tlel~ial.'66
The Court i~litiillly i l l ) ~ e i l l dto fri1111ethe issl~ei l l tcmns of' a
dialogue theory ol' li-ee expression: whether tllc ap1)ellec. professors
had a first a~nend~ncwt
right to Ilear, speak, and &hate with Mantlel
against which the governnietlt's decision to e x c l ~ ~ dhel a ~ ~ t lmust
( ~ l I,e
weighed.'"
But the Court retreated horn this f;)rml~latiol~
of the
issue and refilscd to recog~lizethat first a m e ~ d l n e rights
~ ~ t of' t l ~ eprofessors were at stake.168 I~lstentl,thc. Court g a w e ~ n p t )rrcognitiorl
~
to these first atnentl~llentrights I,y el~aractcrizingthrm as "inlplimted" interests which cor~ltlI)e al)ritlgetl under thv plenary power of
the sovereig~lto make r ~ ~ l eg o
s v e r ~ ~ i nthe
g atlmissio~~
of' alicns.16Y
Having restated tlw issue to avoid a direct conh-or~tittiorrwit11 the first
amendment, the Court was al)k to affirm the cle~~ial
of' Mm~tlel'svisa
with a ~ninilnumof' s c r u t i ~ ~ y The
. ' ~ ~court could have given fill1
weight to the interest of' h1;indel's colleagr~esonly 1)y recognizirlg a
first amendment right i n the proccss of tlialoguc to \\.hich all
"

"

Id. (citations ~nnitttd).
408 U.S. 753 (1972)
Id. at 770.
ls5 Id. at 757.
Id. at 759-W.
18' Id. at 762-65.
See id. at 768-69.
Id. at 765-66.
"O Id. at 770.

'"
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participants have equal claim.171 By refusing to do so, it allowed the
rights of the discussants to fade into the background, a course that
was contrary to the free speech rationale presented here.

2 . The Coinpletettess of Dialogue
Critics may question whether the new rationale provides for the
freedom of the individual to the same extent as the rationale derived
from individualism. What is to happen when every foreseeable point
has been covered in the discourse at least once, antl almost everyone
is satisfied with the consensus? Is the next person to be pevented
from giving his views? The rationale from individualism would require us to permit him to speak, as an expression of his self-respect
and autonomy as an individual; the question remains whether the
new rationale would do so. I think it can he shown that dialogue
- is
never complete in the philosophical sense and that there is always
room for further interpretation.
In the case of a plan for action projected in the future, society
ordinarily constructs ways of making decisions that are limited in such
a way as to bring about a determinate result. Familiar examples are
the broad focus of the political campaign in which argument, persuasion, and discussion are almost limitless, up to a fixed date on which
a vote is taken, and the relatively narrow focus of the legal dispute, in
which only the parties to the dispute are supposed to be heard and a
decision made on what they adduce. But hardly anyone thinks that
these devices are exhaustive, or that all possilde arguments will be
made or heard through such means: they are only ways of making
sure that a decision is in fact made. Jaakko Hiutikka has given a
theoretical form to this commonsense judgment, arguing that the
logic of decisions shows that there is, in ge~leral,no way of predicting
how many factors must be taken into account in a pactical deliberation.1T2 This "leads to the almost paradoxical and highly significant
result that the process by means of which we humans . . . reach our
decisions is not itself decidable."l73 Hintikka's conclusion implies
that there is no way to tell in advance of a decision how many arguments should be heard.

"1 Justices Marshall and Brennan apparently were willing to recognize such a view. See id.
at 775 (Marshall & Brennan, JJ., dissenting) (The first amendment protects a process of thought
and discussion in which the freedom to speak and the freedom to hear are "two sides of the
same coin.").
"2 See J. Hintikka, Logic, Language-Games and Information 227 (1973).
Hintikka, Practical vs Theoretical Reason, in Practical Reason, supra nntr 119, at 100-01;
see J . Hintikka, supra note 172, at 22629. 239 (1973).
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Once the decisionmaking process is over, do we know whether
the right decisiou was made? The wisdom of the tlecisio~l,i t may he
argued, should be clear from the results. The difficulty is that the
"wisdom" of the decision was fix a particular purpose at a specific
time, and the decision now becomes a matter of history that necessarily is examined from a differe~ltperspective, ordinarily drawing on a
universe of facts different from that of the original decisionmakers. So
the certainty that escaped the makers of the decision also eludes their
historian.
Finally, when a similar action is projected, it is for a somewhat
different world, and the reiteration of old arguments may have a new
bearing. There is, as a result, no inquiry with respect to human action for which it can be said in advance that no further arguments will
be needed. Institutions may limit argument to get a result, but in
logic there is no end to it.
An appreciation of the continuing need for dialogue provides a
basis for a justification of the Court's decision in Richn~ondNetc.spl,apers, Itlc. o. Virginia. l l 4 There, the Supreme Court faced the issue of
the "right of access" of the press antl prll~licto a crimiual trial-a
proceeding that, although traditionally one of "factfinding," is carried
out in a restricted arena according to specialized rules. Although the
Court recognized the newspaper's right of access, the Justices revealed once again their inahility to find any rationale for the right that
will satisfy more than a few of them.175
The opening opinion of the Chief Justice, in which only two
other Justices joi1led,l7~gave up the attempt to articulate a rationale,
saying:
It is not crucial whether we describe this right to attend cri~nobservations concerning
inal trials to hear, see, and co~nlnr~nicate
them as a "right of access," or a "right t o gather information," for
we have recognized that "witliout some protection for seekillg out
the news, freedom of the press could Ile eviscerated." The explicit,
guaranteed rights t o speak and to publish concerning what takes

100 S. Ct. 21114 (1980).
The Chief J11sticea n n o ~ m c ~the
d j ~ ~ d g m e ncd
t the Court in an o p i n i o ~j ~o i r ~ ~1,)d. Justices
White and Steve~ls.Id. at 2818. J~~sticc,
Brrn1la11.j o i n d hy Justice hlarshall, tlre\v on Meiklejohn's theory that the first amendnient has n "role to play in securing antl f o s t r r i ~our
~ ~ republican system of s e l f - g i ~ \ . e r ~ ~ ~ nid.
r ~at
~ t 2R33
, " ( B r m ~ ~ a&n Marshall, J J . . ccmwrrirlg in thr i t ~ d g ment), to argue that the judicial Iwa~~rli
of govern~nrntis e proper sul)jc.ct CISpuldic scrutiny, id.
at 21136. Justire Stcwart thought that a trial courtroo111is ;I plwr "hy e w r y drf;nitim" opc.11 to
the public "[elven ~nnrc*than city streets, siclewalks, and parks." placrs tracliti~,~~all~
ope11 for
debate. Id. at 2840 (Stewart, J . , c o ~ l c u r r i ~in~ gthe j ~ ~ t l g ~ n m t ) .
Justice White and Stevens ,joinrd in the C h i d J ~ ~ s t i c enpinion.
's
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place at a trial would lose much meaning if access to observe the
trial could. as it was here, be foreclosed
In support of this nondoctrinal conclr~sion,tlie Justices assembled
evidence that Anglo-American trials have traditionally Iwen open to
the public
for their "therapeutic value" in channeling co~n~nunity
demands for justice17Yand teaching the public how the legal system
works.180 They went on to quote Jeremy Bentham on the value of
publicity in minimizing corruption: " 'Withorrt publicity, all other
checks are insufficient: in comparison of publicity, all other checks are
of small account.' "181 Although all three Justices seemed to think
these historical roots important, they cor~ldnot fashion from them a
theory to explain the source of a right of access to trials. I agree that
these bits of tradition do suggest a direction in which a rationale can
be found, and I think the theory outlined i n this Article affords such a
rationale.
The legal system has restricted the parties who may argue the
facts and the law, and even the manner in which the facts and law
may be presented. Although the results of a trial are definite, no one
\vould pretend that they are definitive outside the confines of the
proceeding. The law under which the decision was made may be
thought wrong; the parties may have failed to find some of the facts;
facts may have been excluded Ily the jrdge: the law, even if valid,
ma" have bee11 wrongly applied. In short, tlie result of a trial is based
on judgments of fact and value which, outside the trial context, are
typically open to debate.
A trial in the Anglo-American system is supposed nevertheless to
bring out the troth-what literally happened. The nature of a trial in
our system-a proceeding set about with restrictions designed to
achieve a final result which yet is supposed to I)e true-makes it
inevitable that the most co~npletepossil~lediscussion of the issues of
the trial otrtsitle the confines of the courtroom must I)e allowed. All
the elements that go into a trial, inclr~dingthe value jr~dg~nents
emI d i e d in the law, the sequence of facts presented, their significance
in relation to one another, present questions of judgment that beg for
dialogr~e.If any "truth" in a sense acceptalde to those outside the

1"
Id.
omitted).
Id.
17s Id.
180 Id.
18' Id.
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trial is to issue from it, pr11)lic access to information antl debate is
necessary.
It is ill this connection that tlie "theraper~tic" and "educational"
values of'a trial, the "check" of pll~licityr ~ p o ~
the
l tril)r~nal,come into
play. Co~~cealtvl
in these wortls is the government's hope that tlie
judgments of the courts will be found to he honest and accurate factually, and justified in law. It 1)ecolnes necessary for everyone to have
access to discussion about the law and the facts of the case because
the government wants the puhlic to accept the propositions that the
trial is a "factfinding" process, not merely one for quieting claims,
and that tlie law as applied has a rationale Iwyontl the merely arbitrary. It is not rational to ask the ol~serverto accept the belief, for
example, that a trial is a "factfintling" process unless he can satisfy
himself that the process does find facts as he understands them.
It is essential, finally, that tlie pr11)lic debate o n the facts and law
of a trial I,c availalde during the course of' the live proceedings. If
such dellate were based only o n tlie transcript, the issue of the accuracy of that record would be foreclosed a~~tomaticallv.
Part of the
value of the estimate I)y o1)servers about the trutl~of' the testimony
and the fairness of the judge 1n11stI)e Ixtsetl on the a c t ~ ~ 1)ellavior
al
of
the witnesses antl the j ~ ~ d g eFinally,
.
as the Sr~premeCourt has had
in the
occasion to 11ote in the past,182 the interest of the
whole debate is strongest when the
are actually i l l progress. They will not I)e as interested in the fhctfinding process after its
work is co~nplctctlas tlr~ringits operation. To exclr~tleolxervers from
discussio~~
t l u r i ~ gthe proceeding itself is to e x c l ~ ~ t lthe111
c
from debate at the time i t most interests them.
When institutional restrictions limit the completeness of t h e
dialogue, the new rationale might justif). restrictions to ensllre that
there is i n fact a dialogue and 11ot a one-sided tliatrilw. The facts of
First Notiotttrl Btrtrk c. B ~ I l o t t i ls~~~~ g g e an
s t example. I n First Not i o ~ dBtrttk, the Court struck tlow~ia hlassnchr~settsstatute that prohibited corporations from spendi~igmoney to communicate their
views a l m ~ any
t
referendum s ~ h j e c tthat did not ~nateriallyaffect the
corporate I ) r ~ s i ~ ~ lcEs4s . Massachr~settshad tlcf'c~~tletl
tlie statute in
part hy a r g u i ~ ~that
g sr~ch restrictions were ncwssary to prevent a
serious threat to the free interchange of ideas posed by institr~tions
that night use their great wealth to dominate the disc11ssion.1~5As

~~~~~~~~~s

at 2827 (Burger. C . J . . announcing the pdgment of the Court) (citatir~l~s
and footnote
at
at
at
at

2821-23.
2824.
2824-25.
2824 (quoting 1 J . Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence 524 (1827)).
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Is3 435 U.S. 765 (1978).
'" Id. at 767.
lB5 Id. at 809-11 (White. J . . dissenting).
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noted by Justice White in dissent, Massachusetts' recent experience
with unrestrained corporate expenditures, which was mirrored in
other states, provided evidence of such corporate domination. '86 JUStice White reasoned that Massachusetts therefore had good grounds
for restricting corporate expenditures.
The majority, rejecting Justice White's argument,187 quoted
Buckley v . Va1e0'~~
to the effect that, outside the special context of
limited broadcast channels presented in Red Lion, the concept that
one may restrict the speech of some in order to enhance the speech
of others is 'wholly foreign to the First Amendment.' lsg The doctrine of Red Lion, however, cannot be restricted so easily. As noted
by the dissent in First National Batik,lW Red Lion may be read as
recognizing a first amendment interest in protecting a system of free
expression separate from any interest in self-expression.lgl That system, I have argued, is essential to ensure an open dialogue to determine meaning. It was to protect an open dialogue that Massachusetts
passed the statute at issue in First National Bank. Recognition of that
interest by the Court, using the doctrine of "no meaning without
dialogue," would require a different analysis of cases like First
National Batik. Although the Court might reach the same result, for
example, on the ground that corporate speech does not present a
substantial threat to open dialogue, it could not do so with the bold
assertion that the effort to maintain such dialogue is "foreign to the
First Amendment."
"

Governments may accept our conclusion-that dialogue must
have no limits, except when institutional restrictions make limits
inevitable-as a mere matter of theory, without being persuaded that
it solves political problems in a "realistic" way. A government may
Id. at 810 (White. J.. dissenting).
T h e Court's discussion of these issues was not completely consistent. At one point, it
appeared to recognize the validity of the State's argument in theory hut to state that such
argument failed in the instant case for lack of factual support. The Court stated: "If appellee's
arguments were supported hy record or legislative findings that corporate a(lvocacy threatened
imminently to undermine democratic processes, therehy denigrating rather than serving First
Amendment interests, these arguments would merit our consideration. Cf. Rrd Lion Rroadcasting Co. v. FCC . . . ." Id. at 789.
c88 424 U . S . 1 (1976) (per curiam).
"9
435 U.S. at 791 & n.30 (quoting Ruckley v. \'alee, 424 U.S. at 48-49)
'go See id. at 791 11.30;id. at 804-09 (White, J., dissentind
'9' This analysis is consistpnt with the arguments put forward by the dissents in Rli+niliprut
v. M o d e l . See 408 U.S. at 773 (Douglas, J . , dissenting): id. at 775 (Brennau & Marshall, JJ.,
dksenting).
'8'

,

"

.3. Tolerating Datlgerotis Ideas

'88

1
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contend that experience shows that some information or doctrine is
too dangerous to be discussed. Two categories of speech are likely to
be singled out as dangerous, the categories that matter most in testing a right of free expression: (1) secret information said to have some
value to the state which would make its disclosure dangeror~s,and (2)
doctrines that are considered false and at the same time dangeror~s
because they are attractively simple or
well suited to the
interest of some influential group. The free speech rationale outlined
here does not support limitations on either category of speech.
The classic example of the first category is the 'publication of
the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops'
during a war, repeatedly described as a limiting case.lg2 More recently, the United States sought to suppress speech in the first category by bringing an action to enjoin the magazine The progress it;^
fiom publishing an article in which a reporter had, by his own independent study, apparently determined some elements of a nuclear
fusion bomb.lg3 These are cases in which, although discussion is the
norm in society, the govern~nentseeks to fence participants away
from part of the discussion of public policy. The governme~ltin effect
tells the public that the case is one in which no uderstanding is to
be permitted, in which stupidity on the part of potential participants
is the desired end.
In attempting to quash the dissemination of secrets, the government poaches on the priority of the right to conduct dialogue. I t disables the participants from deciding whether the policy decision made
by the government is a valid one In very simple cases, such as the one
about troop movements, the policy decision may he of no consequence and the understarding lost may Ile nugatory. I ~ u tthese cases
are rare, and would not include the suppression of information on the
nuclear bomb. In that case, bad the Government succeetletl in suppressing the magazine piece we would not even know precisely what
the article was al~out.Thus, even if it were appropriate to suppress a
piece describing a hydrogen bomb, a policy decision which is itself
not obvious,l94 we would not be able to evaluate whether the article
"

"

,
L

I

'"

See New York Ti111c.s Co. v. United States, 4 M U S . 713, 726 (1971) ( F l r r ~ ~ ~ J..
~ a n~ .O I I curring) (quoting Ntar v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697. 716 (1931))
1"
U n i t d States Y . Progressive, Inc.. 48fi F. Supp. 5 (W.D. Wis. 1979): United StatcAs v.
Progressive, Inc., 467 F. Supp. YW (\\..I).
\\.is.), appeal d i w ~ i s w c lI I I ~ I I I . . 610 F.2d 819 (7th
Cir. 1979).
'8'
For exa~nple,t l ~ e&davit of A l r x a ~ ~ d cDr r Volpi, dated Slarcl~20. 1979. in the P r o g r c sivc case, states in 1 8:
[Tlhere a r e inhrrent tr.ch11ica1 choices that call I I ~ . ~ n a d rt o d i m i ~ ~ i sor
h p r e c l ~ ~ dteh e
accessil,ility, ~~tilization,
or efftctivcwess tu othrr 11ations 01' 1111c1c.wlnatvrials or d r s i g ~ ~ofs
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in question fits that description. In a society that values the understanding that comes from discussion, the decision to prevent informed
dialogue is enormously damaging to the legitimacy of the state because the participants are being asked to "believe," w i t h a t any basis
for belief.
The second category of "dangerous" speech is more common; it
comes up every time a municipality refuses to allow a forum for
Communists or Nazis. And though action pursuant to an idea. or incitement so immediate that it does not allow for argument, may be
suppressed,1Y5the conclusion of this Article that no doctrine has
meaning except in a context suggests that there is no idea so dangerous that it should not be discussed. A political idea, no matter how
brutal and horrifying, always "means" the history of the idea as well
as the emotional makeup of those who have embraced it. Can we
understand these by a dialogue with history alone, and without entertaining the possibility that someone will take the idea seriously? If the
idea is dangerous enough to raise a demand for its suppression, it is
important enongh for someone, and r ~ s u a l lthousands
~
of people, to
take seriously. The idea takes on meaning only when we see what
social and emotional forces drove people to em1)race the idea, and
what might drive them to do so again. In the absence of this concrete
understanding, the "falsity" of the idea is a mere pious dogn~a,without any meaning except a ritual one. A dangerous idea "means" its
importance as well as its fiilsity, arid we need to hear it advocated, if
we can, on pain of forgetting why it is important.
Although this explanation seems to me sufficient, t h e r e is
another reason that the advocacy of ideas without apparent redeeming
virtues should be tolerated. Haberrnas and others have argued that

fission or fusion explosives. Some of these choices invnlve tradenffs or comprwnises that
a r e not necessarily consistent with present Government policy. T h e various c l a i ~ ~and
~s
counterclaims can only b e understood upon knowledgeable application of fundamental
physical principles regarding nuclear weapons. To derive these principles. it is not necessary to have access to classified data. Yet the exchange or p ~ ~ h l i c a t iof
n ~such
~
drrived
information, to gain peer review of the concepts, is threatened hy the p ( ~ t e r ~ t i for
a l prior
restraint. Some considerations stated in Morland's article a r e indispe~~sihl<in a dehate
regarding clifferent political apprnaches t o the a)ntrnI and spread of ~ ~ u c l e aweapons.
r
Therefore, if the article is censored. the Executive Branch will havr cstal)lisl~etla prrcedent for suppression of valid puhlic debate.
'85 At the outset, we may note one doctrinal toucl~stonethat the r a t i o ~ ~ a l(lerivrd
e
from
meaning shares with existing ,justifications for free speech: ally expressicm deserves more protection from the law if it allows for reflection and answer. T h e value of all?- rxpres5i1,n for
understanding obviously increases as there is time for others to get intn the discussion. See
Brandenhurg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447 (L%Y) (per curia~nl; it'hitney v ChliTornia. 274 U . S .
357, 376, 377 (1927 (Brandeis & Holmes, JJ. concurring).
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the act of participating in dialogue is enough by itself to create an
ethical commitment to the others in the dialogue.lY6 As Karl-Otto
Apel has put it:
Whoever poses the . . . question of the l u s e t i o n of the moral
principle alredv takes part i n the discussion. And one can "make
him aware" . . . of what he has "already" accepted, and that he
should accept this principle through intentional affirmation as the

condition of the l~ossiAilityarlrl r$ the r;alichty c
g argrrnirtrfatioil.lY7

I am t1oul)tful that this argument for an ethical commitment from
discussion alone will hold in the bare form that I have quoted it.
There seems to be insufficient reason, for example, to assume that
each of the speakers thinks he is "speaking" in the same sense as the
others; a speaker who 1)elieves that words are magic Inay suppose that
he is uttering a deadly curse instead of an idea. As with other ethical
precepts, in short, it is doubtfd whether the "ought" can be derived
from the "is" without the intervention of other factors. In a proper
institutional setting, of course, a mere "fact," such as an act, may give
rise to an ol)ligation.lY8 1 suggest that the acceptance by society of
the notion of meaning I have earlier outlined in this Article,lYYand
the estal~lish~nent
of rights based on that notion, s u a l i e s the institu-

questions will he resolved through dialogtie, each of the speakers is
aware that he is speaking i l l a situation i l l which that precept is accepted. It matters little whether o m of the speakers has contempt for
the communicative iiistitr~tioii;d setting or will not listen to t h e
answers to his itleas; he k~iowsthat when he presents an idea tinder
conditions i n which an allswer is possible, he opens the idea to questions of its validity a d Ilirnself to questiom of motive and character.
By presenting the idea discursively, rather than through force, h e
has expressed his recognition of the dialogical assumptions of t h e

'"6 S e e J. 13ahcr1nas. Legitimation Crisis. sllpra note 123. at 107-10.
'8'
Quoted in id. at 159 n. 16 (emphasis in original). A similar a r g n m r n t is i ~ n p l i t dperhaps by
Stanley Cavell's thesis that speaking curries a responsil,ility with respect to ~ n c a n i ~ i gS.. Cavell,
supra note 68. at 32. A l t h o ~ ~ gIhhave clrawn the discussion that fnllows in part from Hahermas
and his associates, it is Pair to say that it is ~ ~ n c l e awrh r t h r r Hahermas u w ~ l t lagree. \Vl~ilc. h e
says that discussim is orientecl toward t r ~ ~ t has, ~ ~ n t there,
d
h e has a r g w d elsrwherc. that
speech outside an "idral" situation may h e Innw drstructive than l i b e r a t i ~ ~ gSee
. J. Hahermas,
Throry and Practice.
Knowledge and Fluman Intrrests, sllpra nota I I Y , at 311: J I#al)c-rn~:~s.
supra notc 119, at 3-4.
'88 J . SyarIe. Sprc&
Acts 175-88 (1969) aclc111cesthe simple example that t h r " k t " of a
promise, under minimal instihrtional conditinns. g i w s risc to all rhligation
'"8 Sev text a c e o n ~ p a n y i ~notes
~ g 71-124 supra.

7
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institutional setting. H e knows that the idea will he discussed, and
not accepted as magic or incantation, and sooner or later he will have
to an-jections
or step out of the discourse.
For the society that purports to accept the precept that normative and historical questio~lsare to be settled through discussion, the
importance of adhering to this principle arises also from the institutional setting. The speaker cannot be drawn into the discourse with
the awareness of the society's assumptions unless the society adheres
to the ~rincipleof discussing every idea. Any other course implies
that society does not in fact believe that discourse is the way to understanding. The proponent of the dangerous idea has no reason to
suppose that his idea will be investigated and understood for what it
is.
Under the standard of "no meaning without dialogue," then,
permitting discussion of dangerous ideas will he an element of the
legitimacy of the government, for whatever reason the ideas may be
thought dangerous. When the discussion is considered dangerous because the idea is secret, discussion is necessary to understand policies
about the secret idea. When the discussion is considered dangerous
because the idea is "false," discussion is necessary both to understand
the idea and to express the obligation that is created by the promise
of a dialogue.

Modern philosophy has moved from the position that questions
of political and social knowledge have no meaning to the view that
such questions take on meaning only by resolution of ambiguities in a
society and a context. A similar conclusion has been reached concerning natural sciences that the meaning of a scientific fact or theory is
determined through discussion. There is no way, it has turned out, to
define meaning except through the dialogue of those who discuss it.
This is at bottom a mlnplex way of saying that if people and governments want to understand the meaning of what they say and do at all,
they are bound not only to talk but also to listen and answer.

INTRACTABLE CASES: THE ROLE OF
UNCERTAINTY IN THE CONCEPT OF LAW
C

Responding to the assertion that right answers exist for all legal questions, Dean
Farago sets forth formal criteria for assessir~gthe capacities of legal syslerns. To
possess a substontivcly certain answer for each case, hc reasons, a legal system
must he both complete and consistent. Yet, these conditions are unlikely to he fulfilled without recourse to norms derived from outside the l e p l system. As u+th
logical systems that are susceptible to Godel's theorem o r ~oliticaltheories susceptible to Arrow's theorem, we may have to accept the inesitahility of iinconsistency o r
uncertainty in law. But the resulting need for judicial discretion should not he
troubling. On the contrary, we should welconic the continued infusion of human
values into the odjudicato y proces.v.

Contemporary legal theory has accustomed us to the presence of
hard and even intractable cases. Although we seek to minimize this
uncertainty whenever possible, it is nevertheless the presence of uncertainty that makes it possil)le for us to inject human valrtes into our
legal and political structures.
This benefit, if it is one, has not always been perceived as such,
and in a less skeptical world it was ~ossibleto believe in a theory of
law that did not include intractable cases. For centuries jurisprudence
luxuriated in that paradise of natural law.' In those prelapsarian
* Assistant Dean and Assistant Professor of Law. Valparaiso University. B.A.. M.A.T..
1972, Harvard University; J.D., 1978, New York University. 0 1980 by John M. Farago.
1 This Article benefited from the criticisms and suggestions of several colleagues, teachrrs.
and friends, including Samuel Atkin, Richard Baepler, Dierdre B u r g ~ n a ~Marc
~ , Campisano,
Ronald Dworkin. John Griftiths. Jack Hiller, D o u g h Hofstaclter. Karl Krause, David Myers,
David A,]. Richards, John Leigh Smith, and Richard Stith. I owe a special debt to Professor
William Alfred and to the late Alfred Baruth, both of whom must share the rt.sponribility (or
the blamr) for my interest in tragedy and paradox. The responsibility for all errors of fact or
reasoning are, of course, my own, a burden intensified I,? thr fact that I have not accepted all
the suggestions that were tendered.
1 I will use the term "natural law" to refrr to theories providing for rules and principles of
law that are determined outside of, or antecedently to, thr Itgal system. A tripartite classification of natural law theories may b e found in Richards, Taking Taking Rights Seriously Seriously
52 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1265, 127878 (1977) [hereindter Richards].
~ m o the
n ~most influential contributions to natural law jurisprudrnee is Aquinas' Treatise
on Law. T. Aquinas, Sllmma Theologica 1-11, Ques. xciv-cviii, in 2 Basic Writings of St. T h o n ~ a s
I \\ill !nost corn~~ionl!.rrfer to a
Aquinas 742.978 (A. Pegis ed. 1945) [herrinaftcr Aq~~inas].
model of natural law tlraun from this source.
This and sd>srqurnt footnotes s r n r r a ~m~ltiplicity
of functions, providing grratrr dt,t;~il.
precision, or depth of analysis. Thr? arc unitrd, however, I)? a milimn tr~ltle~lc!to disrupt the
flow of thr argr~mtwtprrsrritrd in the trxt. I suggest, thercforr, that thr rradrr consult t h r
footnotes only when compelled to by the opacity of the argument, a violent disagreement with
its substance, or an overwhelming boredom with the material in the text.
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I n his article Philosophy of Language and Free Expression, Professor Paul G . Chevigny presents a new argument for freedom of
speech based on considerations from the philosophy of language.'
Professor Chevigny claims that his argument has decided advantages
over traditional arguments for freedom of speech such as those preTraditional arguments for freedom of speech are,
sented by J.S.
according t o Professor Chevigny, "rooted in theories of individualism
and 'free trade' in ideas, notions which are rejected in much of the
world and perhaps face an uncertain future in the West."= Professor
Chevigny's new argument has no such limitation, for it is based on
considerations of language and meaning-considerations that, according to Professor Chevigny, are crucial for Western and nonWestern forms of g ~ v e r n r n e n t . ~
According to Professor Chevigny, "individuals, groups, or governments want to understand ideas or make themselves understood,
regardless of their adherence to the notion of a free market or to
i n d i v i d ~ a l i s m . "However,
~
the only way people or governments can
make themselves understood is to permit dialogue. Further, according
to Professor Chevigny, the necessity of dialogue undermines political
theories that deny the right to free speech. He argues:
We assume that every theory or system of political discourse explicitly or implicitly asserts its own meaning and validity. If the lesson

Profsuor of Philosophy, Boston Univervity. B.S., 1956, Arizona State University; M.A.,
1958, University of Arizona; Ph.D., 1962. Harvard University. The author was a Liberal Arts
Fellow in Law and Philosophy at Harvard Law School in 1979.80.
I Chevigny. Philosophy of Language and Free Expression. 55 N.Y.U.I>. Rev. 157 (1980).
Sec id. at 158-61.
Id. at 157.
4 See, e . g . , id. at 178-81.
Id. at 158.
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drawn from the philosophy of language is correct, that the meaning of statements within a system depends on formulating other
aspects of the system through dialogue, then every such theory
must allow for dialogue concerning its supporting propositions. In
other words, once a theory asserts that it means something, dialogue is necessary to establish that meaning. It follows that any
political theory that denies a right of free discourse is internally
contradictory since it condemns itself to a loss of meaningA

ON A NEW ARGUMENT FOR
FREEDOM OF SPEECH

Profe7.70r Martin takra b ~ l with
e
Profercor Chevignyi thesis that a right of free speech may he
hottomrd on the philosuphical doctrine that language is rneaning1r.min the ahrmce of dialogtr~.
Prufr.wor Mortin drau:a a ~eriesof terminological and conceptual distinctions a d ase,y them to
demorcote s e ~ e r a pomihle
l
drrioatiorts of freedom of .speech from the notion of dialogur. He then
proceed7 to criticize each of these deriuotions and concludee that goveremer~ts not alrrady
w h r r i h i n g to liberal tenrts will nut br sicayed hy dialogic orgtrnzcnis for freedom of perch.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

The view that dialogue is necessary to understand the meaning of
one's words follows, according to Professor Chevigny, from modern
philosophy of language a n d its rejection of the copy theory of meaning, i . e . , the theory that words have meaning only in so far as they
mirror reality.' Contemporary philosophy of language stresses t h a t
words derive meaning from their function and use in particular cont e x t ~ In
. ~ order t o understand the contextual use of language, however, one must be able t o engage in dialogue in order to clarify the
meanings of terms as they are actually being used. Moreover, according to Professor Chevigny, this dialogue is never complete; there is n o
setting a limit to the process because there is no stating in advance
when a need for clarification through dialogue will a r i ~ e Thus,
.~
the
interest in meaning implies a right to engage in open-ended dialogue,
and this in turn amounts to freedom of expression.
In constructing his argument, Professor Chevigny utilizes not
only recent developments in Anglo-American philosophy of Ianpage-for example, the work of Wittgenstein a n d J.L. AustinlO-but
also the work of Continental philosophers, in particular, scholars in
the hermeneutic tradition, such as Gadamer," and scholars in t h e
Marxist tradition, such as V o l o s i n o ~ . 'The
~
argument itself is not
without parallel in contemporary philosophy of language.13
In this Article it will be shown that Professor Chevigny's new
argument has serious flaws and cannot d o the job he intends-

-

a

Id. at 162.

' Id. at 162, 163-64.

Id. at 164-76.
I d at 186.
l o Id. at 165-68.
Id. at 172-76.
'* Id. at 178-79. As Professor Chevigny notes, there is some overlap between the hermeneutic
and Marxist schools.
I' Drawing a5 it does on a wide range of schnols of thought to forge connections between

135 (1973). See also Habermas, A Postscript to Knowledge and Human Interests, 3 Phil. Soc. Sci.
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namely, that of providing a solid foundation for freedom of speech. In
particular, it will be shown that Professor Chevigny's argument for
free speech provides no justification for a citizen's right to criticize the
government and that, without this right, dialogue provides no foundation for free speech. Part I of this Article will point out a number of
unclarities contained in Professor Chevigny's piece. Part I1 will state
his argument in formal terms and highlight problems with some of the
premises of his argument.
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sergeant if he understood the general's response and the sergeant, in
turn, answers. The sergeant's questions may take the following forms:
Q1: By the order "Mine all thoroughfares into the city" did you
mean all roads, paved and unpaved?
42: Could you clarify what you meant by your order?
The questions the general asks of the sergeant may take the forms:
Q1 : Do you understand that by my order "Mine all thoroughfares
into the city" I meant all roads, paved and unpaved, hut not
footpaths?

A. Unrestricted, Clarification, and Exegetical Dialogue

One basic unclarity in Professor Chevigny's argument concerns
his use of the term "dialogue." In the ordinary sense of the term, a
dialogue is simply a conversation between two people:14 one person
talks, the other responds, and so on. A dialogue in this ordinary sense
can be governed by strict regulations that control its content and the
manner in which it is conducted. In the military service, for example,
a sergeant and a general may have a dialogue, yet what is said and
how it is said will be strictly prescribed. The sergeant, for example,
must not challenge the orders of the general but may ask for clarification of, say, an order or authorization. Let us call this example a case
of restricted dialogue.
A restricted dialogue can take different forms depending on the
type of restrictions that operate. For the present purpose let us consider one type of restricted dialogue, a clarification dialogue. The
participants in such a dialogue are restricted to queries directed at
ensuring that there is an understanding of the terms used between
them. Suppose, to continue the military example, that the sergeant
asks the general what was meant by certain orders and that the
general answers the sergeant's questions. The general then asks the

157 (1973). Habermas' views intimate a connection between meaning. truth. and freedom. See
McCarthy, supra, at 145-46.
Whether Habermas' rich and complex views raise the same problems as Professor
Chevigny's argument, however, is another issue. The crucial questions raised by this Article
regarding Habermas' thesis are: (1) Are Professor Chevigny's ideas based on the same fundamental assumptions as Habermas'? (2) If so, do my criticisms of Professor Chevigny also refute
Habermas' thesis? (3) If not, how could Habermas' theory be explicated so that a sound
argument for free
uld result without running afoul of criticisms such as those raised in
this Article? nfortunate , these important inquiries are beyond the scope of this Article.
Dictionary (1951).
W
e
b
s ollegiate
9

QZ: Do you see that one implication of what I said when I asserted
that the rivers are non-navigable is that they need not be
mined?
In this clarification dialogue the sergeant challenges neither the truth
of anything the general says nor the validity of any of the general's
judgments and we may assume further that it is mutually understood
that such challenges are not to be countenanced.
Other dialogues are not restricted with respect to challenges of
truth or validity. People engaged in them may speak in order to
challenge what someone says as well as with a view to clarifying what
was said. The other person may then come back with a defense of his
or her position. Let us call this sort of dialogue an unrestricted dialogue. The principal purpose of unrestricted dialogue is usually not
the clarification of meaning but the elimination of error and the
establishment of truth. When the truth of one's statement is challenged, one tries to defend one's position by giving arguments. If it
cannot be done, one's position is unjustified; if it can be done and the
reasons stand up under critical attack, one's claims are justified.15
In a more attenuated sense of the term, a dialogue need not be a
conversation between two people but may include any interpretive
interaction between a text or similar item l 8 and a person. The person
attempts to determine what the text means, perhaps by "posing"
certain questions to the text. Because of certain obscurities the text, in

Where the utterance under challenge is a directive rather than a statement, the aim of the
dialogue is justification not in terms of truth but in terms of the reasonablenes of the order.
Dialogue in this broad exegetical sense need not occur only when a person interprets a text
or another piece of written material. One can interpret the speech or behavior of other persons
without holding a conversation with them and in the broad sense engage in a dialogue with
them.
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turn, may raise certain questions for the person. In this sense of
"dialogue" scholars have a dialogue with the Old Testament and with
Aristotle's Ethics. Similarly, the average person has a dialogue with a
daily newspaper or a sign in a shop window when interpretation is
involved. Thus, dialogue in this sense seems inevitable in so far as
interpretation is inevitable. Let us call this sense of dialogue exegetical
interpretation or exegetical dialogue. Dialogue in this extended sense
is compatible with severe restrictions on criticism. There is no need to
challenge the truth or reasoning of a text when interpreting it. As in
an ordinary clarification dialogue between two persons, the main
object may be to understand what is said rather than to arrive at
truth.
Unfortunately, it is not completely clear in which of the above
senses Professor Chevigny is using the term "dialogue." Sometimes he
seems to use the term in the restricted clarification sense, as for
example when he says that even a dictator needs dialogue to be
understood." At other times he seems to be using the term in the
unrestricted sense, as when he speaks of dialogue as "finding reason to
believe."18 At still other times, for example when he relate his views
to hermeneutic philosophy , I e what he says will only make sense if one
assumes he is talking about exegetical dialogue. The plausibility of
Professor Chevigny's argument varies depending on what sense of the
term is being invoked.

B. The Function of Dialogue
Closely tied with the unclarity of what Professor Chevigny means
by "dialogue" is the unclarity of what he thinks dialogue accomplishes. Although it seems in most places in his Article that Professor
Chevigny is attempting to justify freedom of speech in terms of its
ability to clarify the meaning of what is said, at times he seems to be
attempting to justify dialogue in terms of its ability to justify people's
beliefs. For example, Professor Chevigny says that Mill "touched on a
notion which is at the heart of this Article" when Mill argued that
"suppression of speech threatens the meaning of ideas with extinction."" Later on in the Article, however, Professor Chevignyls emphasis seems to be on the epistemological value of dialogue; he argues

Chevigny, supra note 1. at 182.
Id. at 172.
I n Id.
to Id. at 159. As Professor Chevigny properly notes, Mill's central position concerned "truth,"
not meaning. Id.
1'

In
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that the truth or certainty of a proposition depends on our ability to
derive reasons from the system of propositions to which it belongs.21
Professor Chevigny speaks of dialogue as "finding reasons for belief.OZ2Presumably, the idea here is that in dialogue, when a person's
beliefs are challenged, the person is forced to defend his or her conviction by giving reasons. Professor Chevign) relates dialogue to a debate
on the flatness of the earth where round-earthen would have to
"reconsider" their views and "see why the conviction is true in the
universe as they understand it."23 This justification of dialogue seems
close to an epistemological justification. It is not a justification in
terms of meaning clarification. Arguments for the value of unrestricted dialogue in ensuring the justification for-as opposed to the
clarification of-one's belief take us well beyond consideration from
the philosophy of language to epistemology, and such arguments
should therefore form no part of Professor Chevigny's position.24
C. Certain us. Probable Knowledge

Another unclarity in Professor Chevigny's position is that it is not
obvious if he holds that (1) a dialogue is necessary for certain knowledge of what a person or government means or (2) a dialogue is
necessary for even probable knowledge of what a person or government means. Different consequences flow from these two theses.
Suppose the President issues an edict that "all Communists shall
be prosecuted." If only thesis (I), the weaker thesis, were correct,
then, in order to know with certainty what the government means, it
may be necessary to question the edict, i.e., to engage in some form or
other of dialogue. I might, for instance, engage in what I called a
restricted clarification dialogue, asking questions such as, "By Cornmunist do you mean a card-carrying member of the Communist Party

Id. at 172.
Id.
" Id. at 177.
24 Indecd, the r~pistemologicalvalue of dialogue was strwrd lonp axo I,!
h l ~ l land is not a
new consideration. See 1.S. Mill, On 1,il)rrty (1,ondon 185!)).
Whether one can hc justified in one's claim \vithout enpaging in ~~nrc\trirtc.d
t l i a l o ~ ~i\ ~an
r
important question. This question should not Ix. confued with anothvr rj~wrtion:whrthrr one
can be as justified in one's claims without unrrstrictetl dialnpl~cas \I ith i t . It r r ~ y\vrll bv that
suocessful defc~iseof one's claim always can strengthen one's raw h r t that onr'\ tau. c ; ~ nl)c fairly
strong without engaging in dialogue. I.'or cxamplr. snniconv may h a w a xcwd <.a\' for tlir I)14ief
that the earth is r o ~ ~ nwit11o11t
d
s ~ ~ r c e s s f ~(~I l(lhyd i n g thr I)did axai~i\ttho\[* IIO 1)dievc t l i ~
earth is flat, c3ven though a successful dcfcnsc against the "flat-varthvr\" may incrcasr the
strength of one's case. I f so, ~rnrrstrictcdtlialojye could I)r nt3ecsrary on11 to maxiniizr. not to
ensure, justification.
O1

¶=
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or anyone espousing Marxist doctrines?" At the same time, however,
probabilistic knowledge of what the government means might be
obtainable without holding a restricted clarification dialogue. Indirect means, such as determining how the government has prosecuted
Communists in the past and what statutes are available for enforcement purposes, could be utilized to give me enough of an idea of what
the government means for practical
In that case no dialogue would be mandated if, as is ordinarily the case, absolute certainty is not required. The stronger thesis, (2) is required if it is to be
argued that such indirect nondialogic methods of ascertaining a speaker's probable meaning be ruled inadequate, since it is only according
to thesis (2) that probabilistic knowledge of meaning can be acquired
only by dialogue with the government.
The most charitable interpretation of Professor Chevigny's position is thesis (I), for thesis (2) is a very strong thesis; indeed, it is one
that seems difficult to defend. Yet Professor Chevigny never makes the
distinction between (1) and (2), and he may in fact be committed to
thesis (2). He does not seem to allow any other way to obtain knowledge, even probable knowledge, of what people or governments mean
except by dialogue.
Professor Chevigny may not be allowing any way to obtain
knowledge other than dialogue because at this point in his argument
he may be using "dialogue" in the broadest possible sense, including
not only dialogue in the ordinary sense but also exegetical dialogue.
For if I attempt to find out what the government means by its order
"all Communists shall be prosecuted" without questioning it directly,
i . e . , without engaging in dialogue in the ordinary sense, yet do go
about inquiring, in an interpretive way, into the relevant textual
material^,^" I am still engaged in an exegetical dialogue with the
government. Thus, in the broadest possible sense of dialogue, there
does seem to be no way to obtain even probable knowledge of what
the government means except by dialogue. But this reduces Professor

2 V h e scope of the presidential edict would be limited by the strictures of the Smith Act, 18
U.S.C. 8 2385 (1976). But my exegetical inquiry into meaning need not end there. I could also
examine Supreme Court pronouncements on the Smith Act. I would then learn that the government could prosecute successfully only those Communists who were "active" members of the
Party, with a specific intent to bring about violent insurrection as soon as circumstances would
permit it. See Law StudentsCivil Rights Research Council, Inc. v. Wadmond, 401 U.S. 154, 165
(1971); Scales v. United States, 367 U.S. 203. 228-30 (1961); Yates v. United States, 354 U.S.
298, 318 (1957); Dennis v .United Stater. 341 U.S. 494, 499-500 (1951). At the same time,
however, while the conclusion I draw from this exegesis might be reliable, it would not be riskfree, since the executive might not have meant its words within the established legal framework.
IR See text accompanying note 25 supra.
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Chevigny's thesis to a rather weak one. Importantly, it is a thesis
compatible with restrictions against criticism of the government. For
although one may need to have "dialogue" with the anti-Communist
government in the example above-in the sense that one may need to
interpret what the executive means in order to understand its repressive measures-it does not seem to be true that one needs to criticize
the government in order to understand these measures.
The point remains valid, I believe, if one looks at the above
example from the standpoint of the anti-Communist government instead of from the point of view of those under its rule. In order for the
government to have relatively certain knowledge of what its own
order means, it may be necessary to engage in dialogue in the restricted sense. But whether it is necessary to engage in this sort of
dialogue in order to have probable knowledge of the meaning of its
order is another question. The government-no less than the citizencan interpret its own utterances in the light of the evidence available
to it. Of course, in the broad sense of dialogue which includes exegetical interpretation, dialogue is necessary for the government; the government must interpret its own orders to understand them.
It should also be noted that even if dialogue in the ordinary
sense-an actual conversation with the government and people-is
necessary for the government to have even probable knowledge of the
meaning of its own order, this dialogue need not be dialogue with the
average citizen. It could be with certain people in the government.
For example, the highest officials in the government could get their
orders clarified through dialogue with lesser officials or with certain
privileged classes in the society. Thus, even though dialogue is necessary for the government to understand its own orders, it is not necessarily true that all people must be permitted to engage in dialogue,
even restricted dialogue, in order to clarify the government's orders.

D . Free Speech Under Which Governments?
Still another unclarity in Professor Chevigny's argument concerns
the scope of application of his argument. One of the faults he finds
with traditional arguments for free speech is that they apply only to
Western societie~.~'One assumes then that his argument applies to
both Western and non-Western societies. He apparently believes that
his argument also applies to dictatorships and to countries governed
by Marxist principles.

'' Chevigny, supra note I ,

at 161 -62

I-
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At one point Professor Chevigny says: "Apart from the magical
use of language, it is difficult to conceive of any societies that, under
modern conditions, could avoid the legitimacy of the argument for
free expre~sion."~'Since presumably no modern society has a magical
belief in the use of language, i.e., the view that words have incantatory powers to affect the world, all existing governments seem to be
covered by his argument. Professor Chevigny also says "[alny government . . . that purports by even so much as its rhetoric to make
political decisions according to any theory or purpose at all, implies a
right of free discussion as a source of its l e g i t i m a ~ y . "It~ is
~ somewhat
surprising, then, to find Professor Chevigny saying in the next sentence, "[a]lthough it is not possible to make recognition of a right of
free discussion into a universal source of legitimacy for all governments, that right remains an extremely strong obligation for most
modern g ~ v e r n m e n t s . " ~ ~
One wonders, of course, in the light of what Professor Chevigny
says, why he restricted his argument to "most modern governments."
No modern government has a magical view of language and all modern governments make political decisions according to some theory or
purpose. One must wonder to which modern government his argument does not apply and why. These questions are unfortunately not
answered in Professor Chevigny's Article.

Given these unclarities in Professor Chevigny's position, it is
somewhat difficult to state his argument in any clear and explicit way,
The last problem mentioned is especially vexing since Professoi:
Chevigny's position with respect to the scope of his argument is unclear and apparently incoherent. We shall assume, despite what he
says at one point, that Professor Chevigny does indeed intend his
argument to apply to all modern governments.
I will reconstruct from Professor Chevigny's Article two basic
arguments which he does not clearly distinguish: an epistemological
argument based on an unrestricted dialogue and an argument from
meaning clarification based on restricted dialogue. The former seems

2'

2e

Id. at 182.
Id.
Id.

to be less original and less well developed than the latter.=' Each of
these arguments lends itself to different interpretations in the light of
some of the unclarities listed above.
A. The Epistemological Argument

Professor Chevigny's epistemological argument runs as follows:
(1) All governments desire their policies, doctrines, and
views to be rationally justified.
(2) The only way for a government to have its policies, doctrines and views rationally justified is to have an unrestricted
dialogue with its citizens.

(3) If (1) and (2), then all governments should have freedom
of speech.
(4) Therefore, all governments should have freedom of
speech.

:
,

There are problems with each of these premises. Consider premise (1).
If one interprets that premise as a factual statement about what all
governments desire, it is not true. Some governments have prided
themselves on their rejection of political r a t i o n a l i ~ mIf,
. ~ ~on the other
hand, one interprets premise (1) as a normative claim-"All governments should desire that their policies, doctrines, and views be rationally justifiedw-then one surely needs some argument to support it
since this is exactly what some political theorists deny. One does not
find this kind of argument in Professor Chevigny's Article.
Consider premise (2). This premise is dubious if by "rationally
justified" one means having reasons that offer only probabilistic as
against certain support for the government's policies, doctrines, and
views. After all, it is certainly not obvious that a government may not
have some justification for its policies before a dialogue begins.33
Although successfully defending its position against a challenge in a
dialogue may strengthen the case for its position, a government may
marshall strong evidence and argument to support its case prior to any
dialogue.

As noted earlier, see text accompanying note 24 supra, the former argument does not trace
to philosophy of language. There is thus reason to disfavor it as a reading of Professor Chevigny's
position.
l q e e Communism, Fascism, and Democracy 320 (C. Cohen. ed. 1962) (discussing the
influence of political irrationalism on fascist philosophy in the twentieth century).
See note 24 supra.

If, on the other hand, rational justification is used in a stronger
sense to mean justification that is nearly certain, premise (2) becomes
more plausible. A government that successfully defends its position in
the light of criticisms may make the justification for its policy nearly
conclusive, given other independent evidence and arguments. But
even here one must be careful not to infer too much. First, the
unrestricted dialogue the government is exposed to need not be dialogue with the average citizen. Perhaps successfully defending its
position against a diligent devil's advocate in the government's own
organization may be enough to increase the justification to something
approaching certainty. Second, although unrestricted dialogue with
someone may increase the rational justification of the government's
position to something approaching certainty, it is unclear that it is
always wise to demand a justification that is near certainty.
This point brings us to premise (3). Premise (3) seems to be false
unless it is interpreted to permit exceptions. Sometimes governments
have to act quickly, and rational justification may not be possible or
desirable even if the government does and should desire rational
justification for its policies. If dialogue is required to achieve this
justification, then Inore pressing needs may require that dialogue be
suppressed. 34

B. The Argument from Meaning
The argument from meaning3Quns as follows:
(1) A11 governments desire that the meaning of their policies,
doctrines, and views be known.
(2) The only way for a government to have the meaning of
its policies, doctrines, and views known is to have a dialogue
with its citizens.
(3) If (1) and (2), then all governments should have freedom
of speech.

(4) Therefore, all governments should have freedom of
speech.
1' This point seems especially relevant when justification that ic near certainty is what is
referred to in premise (1). This degree o f justification may he too costly and too time consunling
to endure in certain cates: a trade off would have to he made. A governnlent migllt wpll sacrifice
some justification for its policies in order to further other goals. This sacrifice might entail the
government proposing and acting on certain prohlems without thew problernc being discussed in
a dialogue with its citizens or anyone else. If so, freedom of sperch may hr limited withor~ta full
curtailment of rationality. St! c h w i g n y , supra note 1, at 191.
:'"This
argnrncnt is Inore likely to hr Prnfessnr (:hevign)'t intended argrtttlcnt as i t tracet to a
thesis in the phil~xophyof language.

There are several problems with this argument. Consider premise (1).
This premise could be understood to mean: (la) "All governments
desire that the meaning of their policies, doctrines, and views b e
known by their citizens." But this premise as so interpreted is not true.
Some repressive governments want to keep their policies and doctrines
hidden from their citizens and, given their goals, this desire seems
quite reasonable.
Of course, premise (1) could be understood as a normative principle, viz: (Ib) "All governments should desire that the meaning of their
policies, doctrines, and views be known by their citizens." This normative principle may be true, but it is not argued for in Professor
Chevigny's Article.
Looking at the situation in a different way, premise (1) may
mean: (Ic) "All governments desire that the meaning of their policies,
doctrines, and views be known by the government itself." This premise seems more plausible than (la); it would seem to take a highly
irrational government not to want to know the meaning of its policies
and doctrines. But even granted (lc), this premise by itself does not
take us very far in justifying freedom of speech.JB
Consider premise (2). This premise seems false or at least dubious
under several interpretations. First, premise (2) can be understood t o
mean: (2a) "The only way for a government to have the meaning of its
policies, doctrines, and views known by its citizens is to have a dialogue with its citizens." So interpreted, premise (2a) is false if "dialogue" refers to an unrestricted dialogue where criticism of the government is permitted. As suggested above,37citizens can understand
what a government means by restricted clarification dialogue. Let us
then interpret (2a) to refer to a restricted clarification dialogue. But
(2a) so interpreted is still false if we understand "known" in a probabilistic way. As I stressed above,30there are alternative ways of finding
out what a government means: clarification dialogue may be the only
way to achieve knowledge that is near certainty when it is combined
with other sources of evidence. It is not, however, the only way to
provide probabilistic knowledge.
Of course, premise (2a) is true if one interprets "dialogue" in the
broad sense that includes exegetical interpretation, for in order to
have even probable knowledge of what the government means, it is
necessary to interpret the government's pronouncements in the light of

Sec text accwnpanying note 27 supra.

'' See text accompanying notes 14-19 supra.
See text accompanying note 25 supra.
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available evidence. But the necessity of dialogue in this sense surely
does not get us very far in justifying freedom of speech. In fact,
premise (2a) is a fairly trivial assertion on this reading, stating merely
that a government, wanting its positions understood by its citizens,
wants its citizens to interpret what the government says.
Premise (2) could also mean: (2b) "The only way for a government to have the meaning of its policies, doctrines, and views known
by the government itself is to have dialogue with its citizens." This
premise seems obviously false for unrestricted dialogue. Nazi leaders
presumably could know with an assurance approaching certainty
what their doctrines meant without engaging in an unrestricted dialogue with the German citizens, i.e., without allowing the German
citizens to criticize their doctrines.
As I have also pointed out, however, even if one is talking about a
restricted dialogue and near certain knowledge, premise (2b) seems
dubious. It seems plausible to suppose that Nazi leaders could come to
know the meaning of their policies with an assurance approaching
certainty without engaging in a restricted dialogue with the German
people generally. They could have clarified the meaning of their
doctrine by engaging in a dialogue with Aryans or even with lower
level members of the Nazi party.
When the dialogue referred to in premise (1) is understood as
restricted, premise (3) is false for all plausible interpretations of freedom of speech. For freedom of speech, as it is usually interpreted,
involves the freedom of any citizen to criticize the government while
restricted clarification dialogue does not embrace criticism of the
government. It may well be that premises (1) and (2) are true if
"dialogue" is used in the restricted sense. For example, it may be true
that a repressive government wants the meaning of its policies and
doctrines known to its citizens and that the only way to achieve this is
by clarification dialogue. But the government would not be compelled
to have freedom of speech if this entailed the freedom to criticize the
government. It could simply function in the manner exemplified in
the military example presented earlier.=OThus, the right to free speech
would not follow from the desire for dialogue.
On the other hand, premise (3) may be true if "dialogue" in
premise (2) refers to unrestricted dialogue. But, as we have seen,
dialogue in this sense would make premise (2) false. It is therefore
difficult to see how a plausible interpretation of premises (2) and (3)
can be given such that both premises come out true, given an unequiv-
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; ocal interpretation of "dialogue" and given that freedom of speech is
understood as allowing criticism of the government.

1
1

,

f

I conclude that Professor Chevigny's argument is unsound.
Whether another argument based on a notion of dialogue would
succeed where Professor Chevigny's has failed is a question that cannot be answered here. However, given the various problems with
Professor Chevigny's argument, it seems doubtful that any similar
argument for free speech based on the notion of dialogue can succeed.
The moral to draw from my examination of this argument is as
follows: Freedom of speech involves the right to criticize the government. Dialogue, except in the unrestricted sense, need not allow for
criticism. A defense of freedom of speech thus cannot be based upon
dialogue. Professor Chevigny's argument has superficial plausibility
only until the ambiguity of the concept of dialogue is resolved.

3

UP?'
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THE DIALOGIC RIGHT OF FREE EXPRESSION:
A REPLY TO MICHAEL MARTIN

Proje.eror Chevigny responds lo Pr?/essor Martini criticirm of hir langrroge-based
argrr~wntjor jrredom oj expresrion. Proje.sror Chevigny explains in greater detail
the conr~ectionbetween the requirement that um& hove meaning and the right to
criticize the government and offer.$a responre to the charge that nonliberol gooernments lie beyond the reach of his argument. Theorrthor remaim convinced that the
need jor dialogue provides o barb jar freedom oj expresn'on.

I am delighted that Professor Martin has undertaken a critique of
my essay, Philosophy of Language and Free Expression,' even though
his is a root-and-branch attack, because it gives me an opportunity to
explain and expand some of the ideas in that essay. Some of his
arguments seem to raise profound issu'es, while some seem to be rooted
in misunderstanding. In this response I hope to make my ideas as
der to avoid any further misunderstanding.
he argument of my essay runs as follows:

1

( w x p r e s i o n need not be derived, as it has been
traditionally, from the personal autonomy of the individual and
free trade in ideas, but may also be rooted in the nature of language
itself.
(2) Modern philosophy has come to accept the view that the meaning of words is a social matter, depending on usage and context.
The meaning is ascertained through a dialogic process among participants. The necessity of such a dialogue in order to understand
words at all, rather than merely to make decisions, gives rise to a
necessity that the society allow the dialogue to proceed: that is,
society should afford its citizens a right to participate in the dialogue.
(3) Logic tells us that there are no predictable limits on the number
of participants or on the length of time the dialogue ought to go on.
Although society imposes institutional limits in an effort to reach
finite decisions, for example in elections and lawsuits, such limits
may afford only a decision; they do not foreclose debate about the
decision.

Professor of Law, New York University. A.B., 1957, Yale University; LL.B., 1960,
Harvard University.
I Chevign~,Philosophy of Language and Free Expression, 55 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 157 (1980).
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Professor Martin has put his criticisms of these notions into t w o
"syllogisms" which he attributes to me and claims are false.2 In sum,
the shortcomings of my arguments, according to Professor Martin, a r e
four:
(1) "Meaning," which is the province of philosophy of language, is
independent of "knowledge," which is the province of epistemology. Professor Martin holds that the "justification" for ideas,
which is important for epistemology, has little or no part in the
philosophy of language. I am accused of confounding all these
concepts.
(2) Discussion of policies does not require that everyone be permitted to participate in the dialogue: a devil's advocate or ruling elite
would be sufficient to evaluate the policies of the government.
Thus, my broad-based argument for free speech for everyone fails.
(3) Discussion of policies, even when permitted, need not go beyond the accepted conventions and values of the society.
(4) My argument that "there is no meaning without free speech" is
too narrow because it does not come into play unless the government wants its policies either to be understood or to be justified by
rational argument. It is manifestly clear that some governments do
not wish to do either and therefore they fall outside the scope of my
argument.
In what follows I will show that the argument made in t h e
earlier Article does in fact protect the right of full criticism by all. I
must begin, however, with an attempt to clarify the philosophical
difference between Professor Martin and me, because everything else
depends upon it.

Professor Martin faults me for not being clear as to whether I
intended to assert that dialogue serves to promote meaning or instead
to assert that it promotes rationality or justification. I meant to assert
both, although the principal concern of the Article is with the way in
which dialogue facilitates understanding of what a speaker means.
However, more needs to be said, as it appears my view of the link
between justification and understanding has been misconstrued by
Professor Martin.3

Martin, On a New Argument for Freedom of Speech, 57 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 906,914-15
(1982) [hereinafter Martin].
' Martin, pp. 910-11.
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Perhaps the principal notion underlying my thesis that understanding requires freedom of speech is that an important way of
reaching an understanding of what a speaker means is by looking to
the speaker's purported justification for the assertion. This notion casts
doubt on the idea, espoused by Professor Martin, that dialogue directed at clarification can be neatly separated from dialogue aimed at
promoting rationality. TO the extent that inquiries into a speaker's
justification tend to weed out assertions that are not justified, and to
the extent that the prospect of such inquiries deters speakers from
making assertions that lack adequate support, the process of investigating a speaker's reasons for believing something in order to understand the speaker will inevitably foster rationality. I regard the objectives of understandability and justification as so bound ur, with each
other as to be inseparable in practice. When Professor Mirtin writes
such passages as "[alrguments for the value of unrestricted dialogue in
ensuring the justification for-as opposed to the clarification of-one's
belief take us well beyond considerations of the philosophy of language to epi~temology,"~
he reveals an unstated assumption that the
concerns of the philosophy of language are separable from those of the
theory of knowledge. For reasons just stated, I disagree: We know
what we mean when we talk to others, largely because we know how
our views would be justified in the course of a r g ~ m e n t . ~
A familiar enough illustration of this link between inquiring into
meaning and inquiring into justification is found in the interpretation
of laws and statutes. We draw out a first approximation of a statute's
meaning simply by reading its text and applying it to the facts of the
case. In a simple case we may be able to stop at this point. We may,
however, have to extend our inquiry to decide between possible readings on the basis of which one the legislature most reasonably could
have meant given the common law and statutory backdrop against
which the legislation was enacted. In an extreme case, we may decide
that a proffered reading is to be disfavored because it would render
the statute unconstitutional. In so doing. we eliminate the interpretation on the ground that, given the most basic values of our society, no
legislature could have reasonably enacted such a statute. Thus,

' ld. at 911.
See B. tfarrison. Introduction to the Philosophy of I ~ n g u a g e127-41 (IRi!)). I do not
consider here the question whether we can he internally "sure" about our percc.ptions when, for
example, we are touching sonlcthing "wet." Frtxdorn of expression rather concerns the conzntunication of perceptions. among other things, between persons. For such communications to be
meaningful, a context is indispensable. See Hocknc~y,Thc Bifurcation of Srier~tifirl'heories and
Indetcrniinacy of Translation, 42 Phil. of Sci. 411.27 (1975).
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whether we settle upon a given interpretation can depend on whether
the enunciator has a rational justification under that interpretation.
Nor is statutory interpretation an isolated example. A maxim of
interpretation in analytic philosophy of language is the "principle of
charity," which mandates that, other things being equal, a translator
prefer one interpretation of a remark over another if the latter alone
casts the speaker as being unreasonable."n
interpreter operating
under this maxim, faced with a remark that translates into a dubious
assertion on a first reading, must select between possible interpretations at least partly on the basis of which interpretation puts the
speaker in the most reasonable light. Thus, deciding that a legislature
"must have meant so-and-so" on the ground that the constitutional,
precedential, or legislative backdrop imposes this reading on the legislature on pain of gross inconsistency is not a matter either of exerting
authority over the legislature or of holding it to a special standard
because it is supposed to be especially rational. It is just one example
of how we determine what a person means on a given occasion by
reconciling it with related things to which the person subscribes.
Apart from showing why my Article touched on matters relating
to justification in expounding a view of meaning, this explanation of
the link between meaning and justification sheds light on one of my
central points, to which I now turn, namely, that the clarity of
meaning is jeopardized unless free speech-understood as including
the right to criticize-is sanctioned by government.

Professor h,tartin distinguishes three senses of "dialogue"-unrestricted, restricted clarification, and exegetical-and maintains that a
government's interest in being understood and in understanding itself
at most impels it to authorize dialogue of the latter two sorts.' Whatever may be required to ensure the justijication of policies, doctrines,
and view^,^ he says, governments may promote the i~ndentandingof
language they use even while imposing substantial restrictions on
dialogue. In particular, they need not brook criticism, i . e . , challenges
to the validity of their pronouncements and'actions; at most, only
"clarifying" or "exegetical" requests for definitions of terms need be
~ e r m i t t e dSince
. ~ free speech embraces the right to criticize, there is,

' W . Quine. Word and Object 59 & n . 2 (1960)

' Martin.
@

pp. 908-10. 912-10, and !)IT-10.
Id. at 915-16.
See id. at 918.
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according to Professor Martin, no connection between the interest in
meaning and free speech.
The fundamental disagreement between Professor Martin and
me concerns the scope and character of verbal interactions that serve
to minimize the risk of misunderstanding. I maintain that meaning
cannot be clarified through simple definitional exercises, but must be
learned instead through extensive dialogue in which meaning becomes
apparent through contextual use. The way in which this view of
meaning, which I regard as a summation of much in contemporary
philosophy of language,I0 supports the right to criticize the government is worth spelling out, in order to clarify the extent of the disagreement between Professor Martin and me.
Two aspects of the clarification process as I have characterized it
make criticism an element of efforts to reach understanding. First of
all, since understanding often requires familiarization with a speaker's
purported justification for a given assertion," it can be inferred that
unjustified assertions will often come to light in the course of inquiries
into a speaker's meaning; but the conclusion that someone's assertion
is unjustified is "criticism" of that speaker. Second, the unpredictability of dialogue directed at clarification implicates criticism as an
element of the process. It seems to me impossible for dialogue about
government policies to be reliably restricted within a conventional
realm of discourseI2 because meaning cannot be reliably restricted. It
is always context-dependent, and the variations in the context cannot
be foreseen. It is impossible to say at the beginning of a discussion
directed at clarification, even a relatively narrow one, whether it is
going to be possible to finish the discussion without stepping outside
specified confines. When the discussion involves a number of participants and concerns basic questions of policy, the course of the discussion is even more unpredictable.
We tend to think of the art of interpretation in law or in translation, for example, as closely confined by convention. It is traditional
for professionals, especially lawyers, to exhibit annoyance when the
uninitiated fail to "stick to the subject" in a specialized discussion. Yet

lo Consider the oft-quoted remark that "[flor a large class of cases . . . the meaning of a
word is its use in language." L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations 5 43 (1953). See also
id. at $5 241, 242; Chevigny. supra note 1, at 164-76.
See text accompanying notes 3-6 supra.
12 1 have, of course, in the argument above, implicitly rejected any restricted definitions of
dialogue which would figure in such a restriction as offered by Professor Martin, pp. 908-10, but
the distinction is not a mere quibble between us about definitions: it is rooted in our understandi n g of the nature of language.
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there is nothing in law or translation or political theory which confines us to the designated realm of discourse.
To press the point within Professor Martin's framework, an "exegetical" dialogue that interprets a text would seem to be a classic
example, if one exists, of a "restricted" dialogue. Take the case of an
attempt to translate a prose text from French into English, for example, Tocqueville's Democracy in America. We will not be able t o
carry out such an interpretive prbject without evaluating the work as
a "book as well as a "piece of prose." We can try to evaluate it on the
narrowest basis, by trying to reexamine the contemporary evidence on
which Tocqueville relied, or, more broadly, as a reflection of social
currents which we may also recognize under other, similar evidence.
Finally, we might see it as a crystallization of aristocratic attitudes
toward perennial problems of democracy. Thus, we can evaluate the
book as reportage, as more general sociological theory, or as political
theory. Each of our different approaches to Tocqueville's text tends t o
affect the others. We translate the book in a special way knowing
simply that it is a work of sociology, and somewhat differently depending on how we evaluate it as a work of sociology. W e cannot
"translate" it adequately without thinking about what sort of work it
is and what we think the author was intending to accomplish by
writing it.13
There is nothing in the nature of any mode of discourse which
prevents us from stepping out of the framework of discourse even
more drastically by questioning the validity of the mode itself. W e
may decide that one language is radically untranslatable into another,
or that the system of legal discourse has no independent rules of its
own, but is in fact the sham instrument of other forces in society.
Questioning the assumptions of a realm of discourse once again affords us knowledge but in a different universe of discourse, a fact
which we memorialize by giving such inquiries a new professional
label. Arguments that languages are untranslatable we brand as theories of "linguistic anthropology," and arguments that legal discourse is
socially determined we brand as "sociology." The knowledge that
such radical questioning affords us, moreover, affects our knowledge
within the original mode of discourse; we do our law and our translation differently, if we do them at all, after we become aware of such
radical critiques.

1' See W. Benjamin, The Task of the Translator, in Illuminations 75 (Hannah Arendt e d .
1969) ("All translation is only a somewhat provisional way of coming to terms with the foreignnes of languages.").
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The effects of this unpredictability can be illustrated by using
Professor Martin's own example of a hypothetical statute which states:
"All Communists shall be prosecuted."14 Engaged in a clarification
dialogue about the application of the statute, we might first try to
decide what the statute was intended to do, to what mischief it was
directed. If "Communism" is prohibited because its ideological tenets
are thought to be pernicious, then it does not seem to serve the
purposes of the statute to limit its application to the "card-carrying
members" of some organization, which could be dissolved as a matter
of form overnight. All those who espouse the doctrines will have to be
ferreted out and prosecuted, a prospect which leads us into the quagmire of deciding what the ideas of "Communism" are, who subscribes
to them, and to what degree. The broadest questions of history,
philosophy and legal policy would be implicated in such a determination, and criticism-questioning the justification of the statute's wide
s w e e p - w ~ ~ l dbe likely to result and difficult to curtail.
If "Communism" is prohibited for some narrower reason, such as
that its adherents are thought to be violent saboteurs, then the interdiction of "Communists," apparently including adherents who are not
saboteurs, seems to be too general.I5 We may be forced to conclude
that the statute is unworkable in the sense that it cannot be applied in
a consistent manner, or that it must be limited in some way that is not
obvious. In short, even the briefest canvass of the problems presented
by the anti-Communist statute tells us that the path of the "clarification" dialogue is not predictable, but may spill over into criticism of
the statute and the underlying policies of the government.
In sum, my argument is that, because of the link between meaning and justification and the unpredictable course of inquiries into
meaning, criticism cannot be banned from dialogue aimed at clarification without incurring serious risk of misunderstanding or meaninglessness. Without the benefit of such dialogue, state pronouncements
degenerate into incomprehensible doctrine or meaningless slogans.
The preceding discussion shows why a ban on criticism is significant by reference to considerations about meaning. Appreciation of
the same point is enhanced by considering two likely types of restrictions on speech or criticism: restricting the participants in a dialogue
and restricting the subject matter of dialogue. First, consider the
participants. Although Professor Martin has suggested that nothing in
my argument prevents the government from restricting discussion to a
See Martin, pp. 91 1-13.
See Scales v. United State, 367 U.S. 203 (1961); Yates v. United States, 354 U.S. 298
(1957).

.

select g r o ~ p , it
' ~seems to me that such a course leads to contradictions. The members of an elite group or a devil's advocate that might
be permitted under such government rules to discuss policy issues will
never be able to know whether they have canvassed all the issues that
would be of interest even to themselves, unless they are willing t o
listen to arguments from the proscribed multitude. They might, for
example, miss some economic policy or combination of economic
policies, arguably to their advantage, which they cannot conceive
because it is outside their experience.
Members of the ruling elite and the elite's little policymaking
body might consider that theoretical difficulty an insufficient reason
to extend participation in the dialogue; they might persuade themselves that, in almost every foreseeable case, those outside the elite
could not have anything of any value to say. Once they make that
judgment, however, a much more difficult problem is presented.
Because of the unpredictable nature of discussion, it is always possible
for some member of the ruling elite to question the conventions of the
discussion. If the elite group has a freewheeling discussion, someone is
bound to ask why it doesn't get opinions from outside the group.
Perhaps less frequently someone will inquire into the justification for
excluding an entire class of people who are affected by the decisions of
the group. There are, of course, no graceful answers to those questions, and the only alternative will be to establish a rule that the
subject of outside participation may not be discussed even by the elite
group.
The ruling elite might swallow that limitation on its rights, on
the ground that the alternative presents too many pitfalls to contemplate in comfort. Still, its troubles are not going to be at an end. It will
be unable to predict how and in what context the justification for the
existing system and for the exclusion of others from discussion may
come up; the discussion of every policy question will have to be
conducted with the greatest circumspection. The counselors and even
the devil's advocate will become obsequious "yes-men" because they
will not be able to tell where they will transgress convention and start
attacking the basis of society. As a consequence of the ~ n p r e d i c t a b i l i t ~
of the meaning of words and of the course of discussion about meaning, then, it turns out that the ruling group cannot limit the rights of
others without in the long run severely limiting its own rights.
In light of these contradictions, inherent in any attempt to restrict the dialogue to a select group of participants, the defect in any

14

15

See Martin, p. 913
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attempt to limit the subject matter becomes readily apparent. Such a
limitation cannot be effective because, if any discussion is permitted,
the question of the definition of and justification for the limiitation
must come up. When an economic system is erected on the backs of
members of an oppressed class, for example, it might be considered
advantageous if everyone, including the ruling group, were prevented
from criticizing the basis for the system. If the ruling group participates in otherwise open discussion, however, it cannot avoid talking
about the economic system, and then about the restrictions on discussion. If it tries to avoid the subject, the question of the justification for
the system becomes the dirty secret no one will talk about, which
gradually poisons the sense of liberty about every other subject. In the
slave-holding South before the Civil War, for example, freedom of
thought withered gradually, not only in relation to the subject of
slavery but generally as to all topics and all citizens. Although originally abolition was the forbidden topic, every discussion came to be
limited because no one could predict when any discussion might be
contaminated by the taboo. Orthodoxy in religion was preserved, and
scientific ideas about geology and the descent of man were discouraged, because of the fear that they might call into question the separation of the races." Parents were discouraged from sending Southern
youths to other sections of the country to be educated, so that they
might be "shielded from . . . the inculcation of . . . false doctrines
and prejudices against home instit~tions."'~
Professor Martin has suggested, furthermore, that nothing in my argument prevents the government from restricting discussion to a select group.
When the dialogic rationale for free expression is cast in a legal
system, finally, it takes on a vigor that it does not have when viewed
in the abstract, outside its institutional context. If the right of free
expression is recognized by the law for any restricted group of ideas or
persons, the dynamic of the legal system will tend to destroy the
restriction^.'^ The principle underlying the right implies that meaning
can be found only through an inquiry, the scope of which cannot be
predicted, and which is prior to every other value judgment, because
the ordering of values is part of the inquiry. The restriction of the
right to special groups or ideas is difficult to sustain under this ration-

C . Eaton, Freedom of Thought in the Old South 292-93, 306-10 (1940).
Id. at 209.
I take it as basic to the notion of any rule called "legal" that it be capable of general
application and that like cases should be treated alike. See, e . g . , H . L . A . Hart. The Concept of
Law 120. 155 (1961): L. Pospisil, Ethnology of Law ch. 4 (1978).
"
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ale, once it is subjected to reasoned elaboration. If the courts should
try to exclude some topics or some class of participants, the irrationality of the decision would shortly be apparent because it is not in t h e
nature of the inquiry to be so limited. The courts might appeal, as
they so often have in fact, to some paramount political justification,
such as the argument that it is too dangerous to the existing regime for
it to permit an idea or a group to be heard. But that justification is
itself as much in question as any other; once the value of dialogue is
accepted, the courts cannot arrange through some other value to step
outside the dialogue. The arbitrariness of the courts' restrictions
would become evident all the more quickly because in order to maintain them, the courts would have to prohibit those who are privileged
to speak from thoroughly exploring the reasons for the limitations. In
short, if the dialogic rationale is elaborated through the system of law
in such a way as to include restrictions of subjects or participants, it
must lead to painful contradictions.
If these contradictions are unacceptable, then the system of l a w
moves toward a situation where all arguments and all participants are
tolerated. The result will be that described at the end of my original
essayg0where all participants expect that their arguments will be
subjected to criticism. Whenever anyone enters into the dialogue
under such conditions, he will know that there are no limits either t o
what he can say or to the possible criticism which may be made
against what he says. Even if he claims he is opposed to free speech,
the participant entering into the dialogue accepts its terms because he
knows that in so doing he opens himself to any possible criticism. In
the end the participants most respect the dialogue as a way to knowledge if there are no limits on the participants in the discussion or its
scope.

Professor Martin's final criticism of my argument concerns the
scope of its application. He doubts that any argument rooted in the
necessity to arrive at "meaning" can h a v e m r a government
that does not want to make rational or understandable decisions of
policy. I doubt it myself. I never claimed that the dialogic basis for
free speech could be made applicable to all governments. I recognize
that if the government can contrive to reject a modern view of lan-

-
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Chevigny, supra note I , at 193-94.
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guage and decisionmaking or is simply indifferent about the prospects
of meaninglessness and incomprehension, then it may reject my conclusions. The application of my argument concededly depends on the
type of government being considered, but I do not think this fact
weakens my argument. On the contrary, a consideration of the various "exceptions" serves only to reinforce the rule.
In my original Article, I spoke of the magical use of language,
thinking of a tribal society to which the modern ideas of language and
politics seemed particularly inapposite." If, in such a society, the
language employed by authorities has only magical uses, then there is
no need for understanding by its members. The motivating end of my
argument-the facilitation of understanding-is not present. I would
suggest, however, that such a case presents a rare exception to the
general notion that governments need or desire understanding.
A second exception is a government that cannot hold itself out to
citizens as legitimate. It is possible, when the legitimacy of government breaks down, to rule entirely by brutality. A government which
s arguments, as it is to
has no legitimacy is, of c o u r s e , ~ m to~ my
all other arguments in favor of liberty. But it is, in fact, scarcely a
government at all. The experience in Latin America suggests that the
most brutal governments-those that rule in the name of force and
hardly by persuasion at all-are not strong but weak. If the junta of
the moment is replaced at gunpoint by another, there is hardly a
ripple of discontent because the junta has no comprehensible argument, no justification to remain." If there is no reason other than
violence why one group should rule, then it can continue its rule only
by violence. The moment it lets its guard down, it is swept away and
the lesson of its disappearance is that, for modern governments,a
claim to legitimacy implies acceptance of a notion of understanding
that leads to the need for free discussion.
A third possible exception is suggested by Professor Martin. He
posits a government rooted in an emotional folk-culture rather than in
rational policy, such as a Fascist government, as an example of a
government impervious to arguments for free expression of the sort
that I have made. It may be possible to conceive of such an utterly
irrational government, but in fact, repressive modern governments
generally seem to try to have things both ways: they restrict some
topics to slogans and magic and subject others to rational decisionmaking. A frequent result is that those who participate in the rational

2P

Id. at 181-82.
P. Lernoux, Latin America: A Political Guide to Thirty-Three Nations, in 233 Nation 133-

48 (1981).
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process in the long run want to subject the magical parts of the polity
to rational inquiry as well.
Fourthly, authoritarian Socialist governments, which on the one
hand promise equality and progress through rational policies and
plans and on the other tolerate no open disagreement with government policy, are particularly subject to such crises. When the one
"true" way does not produce an economic miracle, the vast majority
of citizens-in whose interest the state claims, after all, to governsees no reason why it should not be able to question and criticize. T h e
government finds, as I think the Polish government has found during
the Solidarity protests of 1981 and 1982,23that the attempt to combine
magic and reason undermines the legitimacy of the government. Permitting criticism increases the legitimacy of government by affording
justification for policies and minimizing the risk of misunderstanding
by citizens. Governments, then, are included within the scope of my
argument insofar as they need understanding of their policies in order
to be assured of legitimacy and hence a continuing vitality.

I hope 1 have shown that Professor Martin is in error in saying
that "dialogue . . . need not allow for criticism" and that therefore "a
defense of free speech cannot be based on dialogue." Because every
dialogue is potentially critical, and the direction it may take cannot b e
predicted, dialogue does provide a basis for free expression.
While it is in the nature of a political right such as freedom of
expression, furthermore, that no government can be forced to recogmerely by the logic of the need for the right, I conclude that in
free discussion is essential to the legitimacy of modern

P1

A. Bromke,

Policy and Politics in Gierek's Pnland, in Simon & Kanet. Background to
Policy and Politics in Gierek's Poland 3 (1981); S.M. Terry. The Sejm as Symbol: Recent
Attitudes Toward Political Participation, in id. at 27, 52-54.

